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Central Intelligence Agency

•

Washington, D.C. 20505

3 February 2017

Mr. John Greenewald
The Black Vault

Reference: F-2014-00278
Dear Mr. Greenewald:
This is a final response to your 19 November 2013 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request for "a copy of the final CIAJIG report, published circa 11/14/2000 about the
Allegation of Misleading Congress." We processed your request in accordance with the FOIA,
5 U.S.C. § 552, as amended, and the CIA Information Act, 50 U.S.C. § 3141, as amended. Our
processing included a search for records as described in our 3 June 2014 acceptance letter.
We completed a thorough search for records responsive to your request and located the
document that you requested, consisting of 90 pages, which we can release in segregable form
with deletions made on the basis ofFOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), (b)(5), (b)(6) and (b)(7)(c).
A copy of the document and explanation of exemptions are enclosed. Exemption (b )(3) pertains
to information exempt from disclosure by statute. The relevant statutes are Section 6 of the
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, as amended, and Section 102A(i)(l) of the National
Security Act of 1947, as amended. As the Acting CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I
am the CIA official responsible for this determination. You have the right to appeal this
response to the Agency Release Panel, in my care, within 90 days from the date of this letter.
Please include the basis of your appeal.
If you have any questions regarding our response, you may contact us at:

Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Information and Privacy Coordinator
703-613-3007 (Fax)
Please be advised that you may seek dispute resolution services from the CIA's FOIA
Public Liaison or from the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) of the National
Archives and Records Administration. OGIS offers mediation services to help resolve disputes
between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies. You may reach CIA's FOIA Public Liaison at:
703-613-1287 (FOIA Hotline)

-

. v ..

The contact information for OGIS is:
Office of Government Information Services
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS
College Park, MD 20740-6001
202-741-5770
877-864-6448
202-741-5769 (fax)
ogis@nara.gov
Contacting the CIA's FOIA Public Liaison or OGIS does not affect your right to pursue an
administrative appeal.

Sincerely,

Allison Fong
Acting Information and Privacy Coordinator
Enclosures

Explanation of Exemptions

Freedom of Information Act:.

(b)(1) exempts from disclosure information currently and properly classified, pursuant to an
ExecutiVe Order;
(b )(2) exempts from disclosure information, which pertains solely to the internal personnel rules
and practices of the Agency;
(b )(3) exempts from disclosure information that another federal statute protects, provided that the
other federal statute either requires that the matters be withheld, or establishes particular
criteria for witbh<?lding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld. The (b )(3)
statutes upon which the CIA relies include, but are not limited to, the CIA Act of 1949;
(b)(4) exempts from disclosure trade secrets and commercial or financial information that is
obtained from person and that is privileged or confidential;

a

(b)(5) exempts from disclosure inter-and intra-agency memoranda or letters that would not be
available by law·to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;
(b)(6) exempts from disclosure information from personnel and medical files and similar files the
disclosure of which would constitute a clear~y unwarranted invasion of privacy;
(b )(7) exempts from disclosure information compiled for law enforcement purposes to the exterrt
that the production of the information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with .
enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an
impartial adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted
invasion of personal priVacy; (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a
confidential source or, in the case of information compiled by a criminal law enforcement
authority in the course of a criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful
national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source ;
(E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or
prosecutions if such disclosure coUld reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the
law; or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger any individual's life or physical
safety;
(b)(8) exempts from disclosure information contained in reports or related to examination,

operating, or-condition reports prepared by, or on behalf o±: or for use of an agency
responsible for regulating or supervising financial institutions; and
(b )(9) exempts from disclosure geological and geophysical information and data, including maps,
concerning wells.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
. INVESTIGATIONS STAFF

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION .
ALLEGATION OF MISLEADING CONGRESS

17 November 2000

INTRODUCTION
1. (U I I ATIJO) In May 2000, an Agency employee who
requested confidentiality approached the Inspector General (IG) with
secondhand information .t hat CIA E!cecutive Director (ExDir) David
Carey misled Congress when he testified before the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) and also in a
letter Carey sent on 23 March 2000 to the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence (SSCI) Staff Director. The employee claimed he
represented a group of senior Agency officers who were afraid to
approach.the Office of Inspector General (OIG) for fear of retribution.
The employee said the Senior Intelligence Service officers were
unwilling to come forward on their own to report the allegation
because they feared their names would become known to senior
Agency management and they would suffer adverse career
consequences.
. 2. (UI I AIUO) The employee said he was told by another CIA
officer that in February 2000, Carey chaired a meeting attended by,
among others, Associate Deputy Director for Science and Technology
(ADDS&T) James Runyan. Runyan attended the meeting as a
substitute for Joanne Isham, the Deputy Director for Science and
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Technology (DDS&T). The employee learned, after this meeting, that
Runyan reported Carey was "furious" and said the Agency was not
going to talk to Congress about its policy concerning "internal
taxation." Celfey repOrtedly said the Agency is to "close ranks" on the
issue of not discussing its internal taxation policy with Congress.
The employee explained that the term "internal taxes" refers to fees
levied on CIA components by Agency corporate management to
fund other programs and needs.

~· (UI I AIUO) The employee learned tha~

I

L_____rwho served in the Office of the Directorate of Science and
Technology (DS&T) as the Chief of the Planning and Resources
Group-was instructed by Runyan to communicate with certain
officers within the DS&T t9 "close ranks" and tell them that internal
taxes are an internal matter that is out. of bounds for discussion with
the Congr~sio~gence oversight committees. The employee
understood thal___Jirafted a Lotus Notes e-mail message to this
effect and showed it to Runyan in draft. Runyan approved the
message, saying that it reflected what Carey said, and it was sent.
The employee saic=}s sUffering rehibution for this incident.
4. (U I I AIUO) According to the employee, Carey appeared at
a 16 March 2000 HPSCI hearing and denied any knowledge of the
existence of the e-mail message; denied that its statements
represented Agency policy; and denied that any subject was out of
bounds for discussion with the intelligence oversight committees.
Subsequently, Carey sent~o the Staff Director of the SSQ
dated 23 March 2000 witlL___jmessage attached. In the letter,
Carey wrote that the e-mail message "does not accurately articulate
our policy on dealing with Congress." The employee believes this is
a false statement.
5. (U I I AIUO) The employee explained that he did not wish to
in:voke "whistleblower" provisions to report this matter to Congress
because he did not have firsthand knowledge of the matter.
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However, the employee considered this matter to be an "urgent
concern" that he wanted to bring to the attention of the IG concerning
a false statement to Congress.l

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
6. (S) "Internal taxation" is a term used within OA to describe
the reprogramming or realigning of funds allocated for one program
to another program or need. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2000, internal taxes
have been levied on all Directorates, components within the
Directorates, and on individual programs. The overall magnitude of
taxes has been substantial. The Directorate of Operations (DO)
reported it began FY2000 by realigning-over I
Iof
operational funds to support 00 infr~~ that were
inadequately funded, and paid more thanL___J1s the DO's
share of Agency taxes.

7. (S) In late 1999 and early 2000, Congressional and staff
delegations visited CIA stations abroad. During this period, some
Agency officers from the DO reported that their operational
capabilities, especially in agent operations, were being hampered
because of a lack of funds. In particular, they noted there was a
downturn in theii funds compared with the previous year. At the

1 (U) "Whistleblower Protection for Intelligence Community Employees Reporting Urgent
Concerns to Congress," Title vn of the Fiscal Year 19991ntelligence Authorization Act, provides
ways an intelligence commwlity employee or con~or may submit a complaint or information
to Congress. An "urgent concern" is defined in 50 U.S.C. §403q (d)(5)(G)( i) to mean any of the
following: (I) A serious or flagrant problem, abuse, violation of law or Executive order, or
deficiency relating to the funding, administration, or operations of an intelligence activity
involving classified information but does not include differences of opinions coiu:eming public
policy matters; (D) A false sta~ent to Congress, or a willful withholding from Congress, on an
issue of material fact relating to the funding, administration, or operation of an intelligence
activity; (lli) An action, including a personnel action d~d in section 2302(a)(A) of Title 5,
United States Code, constituting reprisal or tlueat of reprisal prolu'bited under subsection
(e)(3)(B) in response to an employee's reporting an urgent c:onCem in accordance with this
paragraph.
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time, similar expressions of concerns were being voiced to Congress
by officers in Headquarters about the impact of internal taxes on
their programs.
8. (U I I AIUO) In early 2000, accounts of "complaints" raised
during the Congressional Visits and comments ~ade by other
Agency officers about the impact_of taxes on their programs were
registering with senior Agency management. They expressed
dismay and concern that some Ag~cy officers were speaking to
Congress about budgetary issues without full knowledge of the
complex issues involved. Guidance was sent to the field which, in
part, explained the situation with programs that had been
·· · ·
insufficiently funded and the need to tax the 00 and the other
components.
9. (U I I AIUO) By Agency regulation, the Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) serves as the "principal interface" .w ith Congress on
resource matters, and employees are required to refer Congressional
inquiries to Office of Congressional Affairs ·(OCA) and the CFO prior
to responding. Field Stations were explicitly instructed not to
comment on Directorate or Agency budget-related matters. A
22 March 2000 statement by the CFO "reminded" all employees that
· budget realignment questions should be referred to the CFO and
OCA. On 27 March 2000, ExDir Carey "reminded" employees to
respond fully to Con~ional inquiries regarding programs and
activities, including budgetary and fiscal matters, following
established Agency procedures in responding to Congressional
questions. Senior Agency managers confirm that CIA policy on
discussing budget matters, including internal taxes, was that
personnel should coordinate with the CFO's office before responding
to Congressional questions. ExDir David Carey explains that to
avoid offices going to Congress to plead their own case, the CFO
served as the one definitive source of information to Congress on
budget matters.
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10. (U I I AIUO) On 25 February 2000, after a morning staff
EXDir
meeting where there were remarks by
Carey, and DCI George Tenet about CIA officers "complaining" about
the budget to Congress, Carey met with the Deputy Directors,
including AD~T Runyan. Following that meeting, Runyan
instructed a senior DS&T officer to pass on Carey's concerns
regarding these budget issues to DS&T office-level personnel

(b)(3)
(b)(?) c)

11. (U/1 AJVO) The DS&T officer.L____ _ _ _ _ _
sent a classified Lotus Notes e-mail message to DS&T budget and
plans offi~t day. In all, 18 DS&T offi~ including
Runyan and L _ jsupervisor, DS&T Chief of S
received the LotuS Note. It said in part that the "J'th floor" had
recently beCome aware that some CIA officers were talking to
Congressi~ about the impact of internal taxes on their
programs. l _ _ jLotus Note said that CIA considered internal
taxes to be "out of bounds" for discussion with Congress; internal
taxes often reflected poorly on Agency performance; and DS&T
personnel were instructed not to discuss taxes "even if prodded" at
briefings or during Congressional visits.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

12. (U I I AIUO)~ that she prepared the Lotus ·
Note .w ith points Runyan had provided to her, based on the
25 February meeting he attended~
Isays she provided Runyan
with a draft ·o f the Lotus Note, which he approved, and sent the note
the evening of 25 February to.the 18 recipients, including Runyan
and I
!contends she is being made a scapegoat for drafting
the guidance provided~ and later reviewed, by Runyan.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

__j

f-

(U I I AIUO) Runyan contends the guidance he asked
L_Jo disseminate was "to coordinate with the Comptroller before
going down to the Hill." .He cannot explain why that message was
not embodied ~tus Note, and no witnesses to their
lmade
Conversation have been identified. Neith, Runyj no~
any effort to correct the guidance issued b

~3.
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14. (U I I AIUO) On 16 March 2000, j
jLotus Note was
cited without a~bution by the HPSCI Chairman during a CIA
budget hearing attended by Carey and the Deputy Directors. Carey
. testified.that the contents of the note did not represent Agency
policy, and he and the other attendees were not previously aware of
· the Lotus Note. Carey sent follow-up letters a week later to six
HPSCI members and to the SSCI Staff Director repeating this
position. In the letter to the SSCI Staff Director, Carey stated that
neither he nor any member of his "senior management team" was
aware of the Lotus Note before the hearing.

PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES
15. (U I I AIUO) Twenty-two interviews were conducted
including all of the principals. A review of the guidance provided by
the Directorate~ of Administration, Operations, and Science and
Technology concerning policy on budget and taxes during the first
quarter of 2000 was conducted. Copies of pertinent docum~nts have
been re~ed and selectively cited in the Report. Copies of the letters
sent to the Congressional oversight committees have been obtained,
and the testimony at the 16 March 2000 HPSCI budget hearing bas
been reviewed. Copies of notes from DCI morning staff meetings
and the DS&T meetings around the time of the incident have been
reviewed. A legal analysis was conducted by the Counsel to the IG ·
to determine if the crimes reporting responsibilities imposed under
50 U.S.C. §403q(b)5 were implicated. Individuals who were
interviewed were afforded the opportunity to review and comment
on the factual accuracy of the OIG reports of interview.
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QUESTIONS PRESENTED
16. (U I I AIUO) This Report of Investigation addresses the
following questions:

• What is meant by the term "internal taxes" within CIA?
• What are CIA's responsibilities in dealing with Congress?
• How did the Agency practice with regard to discussion of
"internal taxes" with Congress evolve?
• What guidance was issued by the Directorate of Science and
Technology on 25 February 2000 concerning the discussion
of "internal taxes" with Congress?
• Did the 25 February 2000 guidance conflict with CIA's.
obligations and policy in dealing With Congress?

• Did •

Isupervisors recognize the possibility

·

of misinterpretation of the guidance contained in the
25 February 2000 Lotus Note e-mail and take any action to
correct it?
• What did the CIA Executive Director say to Congress on 16
and 23 March 2000 about Agency policy on discussions of
"internal taxes" with Congress?
• Was the Executive Director's 23 March 2000 letter to the SSCI
Staff Director accurate?
• What has been the consequence of the Lotus Notes e-mail
within the Directorate of Science and Technology?

7
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FINDINGS
WHAT IS MEANT BY11IE TERM "INTERNAL TAXES" WI11l1N CIA?

17. (UI I AIUO) Within CIA, the term "internal taxes" refers to
a mechanism for redistributing budget funds allocated for one
program to another program or need. Internal taxation requires
specific programs to remand a portion of their current y~ar funding
(the tax) to a centr~ pool of money which, in tum, is allocated to
other programs in or~er to increase the funding of those other
programs or new initiatives. Programs a:J;"e "taxed" to raise money to
shift to other programs. The taxation is "internal" because the overall
budget of the Agency is not increased. The term "internal taxation" is
often used within the Agency in corijunction with phrases such as
"internal budget realignments'' or "reprogramming of funds.''l
18. (U I I AIUO) Within CIA, internal taxes are imposed on the
Directorates, on components within the Directorates, and on specific
programs. Internal taxes are imposed for a number of reasons-for
example, to fund operations, maintenance, and support costs that
may not have been fully factored into a program when its original
budget was submitted and approved. Budget officers refer to this as
the imposition of internal taxes to cover "unfunded" or
"underfunded" programs or needs.
19. (S) A 29 February .2000 e-mail message from a Directorate
of Administration (DA) budget officer explains that "Faiishare taxes
are levied to pay for corporate CIA bills. The Comptroller's Office
spreads the tax Agencywide based on prorata shares ·of the budget."
Within CIA, s.pecific internal taxes are sometimes named. For
example, one such "tax" is called the Executive Director's Reserve
Tax: These internal taxes are often referred to as corporate taxes
because they are imposed at the Directorate and Agency leve~.

2 (U/ 1AIUO) The Agency's legal and policy authorities to realign funds will be addressed in an
Inspector General audit concerning Agency reprogramming of funds.
·
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20. (S) References to internal taxes are common withiri the
Agency. Fot example, all personnel in a Directorate of Intelligence
office were told in a May 2000 e-mail that
Taxes from the 7th floor almost always arise with very short
deadlines . . . . Because this year1s taxes are even larger than
expected, the [office-level] funding set aSide for this purpose is
already accounted for . . . . The fl.exibility to meet these tax
requirements is constrained because many budget line items are
fenced off by Congress.

(b)(3)
(b)(3)

Moreover, the magnitude of internal taxes can be substantial. For
example, a budget officer in a component of the DA asked a
~re-lev) budget officer in a 29 February 2000 e-mail about
the
evied in taxes on his component in December 1999
an ano er assessment o~
lin February 2000. The
DA-level budget officer responded that the taxes were paying for a
variety of Agency ,;unfunded" programs, including some within the
DA.
21. (S) By all accounts, the first half of FY2000 was a period of
tight budgets and a number of internal taxes. An 8 March 2000 ·
memorandum by the DO's Operations and Resources Management
Staff (00/0RMS) entitled "FYOO Internal DO Realignments"
explained that "At the be~g of the operating year, the DO
·
realigned abou(
_
of mostly operational funds to infuse
inteinal DO infrastructure programs, which had never been
adequately resourced."
22. (S) DOI ORMS drafted a contribution for.a "OCI Issue
Paper on Budget Shortfalls"·on 1 March 2000, explaining in greater
detail why the DO reprogrammed funds during FY2000. It reported
that
Very early in FY20001 DO managers identified an.extensive list of
unfunded or underfunded activities~ resulting in costs in excess of
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._______~I The activities were primarily infrastructure programs,
many of them critical to the DO's operation& missions. The ·
circumstances·and decisions which led to what could be termed a
budget dilemma are complex and under considerable examination.
In part, some infrastructure programs had become underfunded
over several years as the Directorate's base funds shrank while its
operational programs were supported on a year by year basis
through Congressional and other adds to its budget Large
infrastructure programs were established without budgeting
[operations and maintenance] funds in the future ....
[DO] components who were represented most heavily on the
unfunded list ... were protected during the realignment of funds
which focused the burden on the rest-primarily the operating
(b)(1)
divisions and centers. Taxes were computed on the size of their
(b)(3)
base funds . . . . In addition to critical funding within the [00], the
DO's share of Agency wide cuts and corporate bills, which
~ted further internal cuts in early FY 2000, totaled overc=:::J
L__j Further DO cuts have been necessary to pay additional,
IThe impact on
more recent Agency-level taxes of ovezl
agent operations caused by the OO's realignment of funds to cover
critical infrastructure needs and pay Agency taxes is real, though
perhaps difficult to quantify.
WHAT ARE CIA's RESPONSIBILITIES IN DEALING WilH CONGRESS?

23. (U) Statutory Requirements . .The National Security Act of
1947, as amended (50 U.S.C. §413a), requires the DCI, among other
responsibilities, to:
... furnish the intelligence committees any information or material
cOncerning intelligence activities, other .than covert actions, which is
within their custody or control, and which is requested by either of the
intelligence committees in order to carry out its authorized
responsibilities.

24. ·(U) The National Security Act of 1947, as amended
(50 U.S.C. §413a), further requires the DCI to keep the intelligence
coinmittees "fully and currently informed" o~ intelligence activities
other than covert actions that are carried out by CIA. The meaning of
10
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the "fully and currently informed" requirement Is discussed in a
·15 May 1980 Senate Report, No. 96-730, that accompanied the
Intelligence Oversight Act of 1980 (S. 2283). The report states the
statutory language places responsibility on the Executive Branch to
provide not only "full and complete information upon request from
the committees; it also includes an affirmative duty to keep the
committees fully and currently informed of all major policies,
directives, and intelligence activities."
25. (U) The.19 Septemb-e r 1980 Conference Committee Report
No. 96-1350 that reconciled and incorporated the Senate and House
versions of the oversight provisions in the Intelligence Authorization .
Act for FY1981lists three additional responsibilities imposed on the
OCI by the legislation. One of these is to furnish any information.
requested by the committees in order to carry out their
responsibilities.
(b)(3)

(b)(3)

26. (U I I AIUO) CIA Regulations. Headquarters Regulation
dated 26 July 1993, states that the Director of Congressional
Affairs serves as the "focal point for Agency contact with Congress
and its individual members, committees, and staffs." Agency
Regulatiorfl "Reporting of Intelligence Activities to Congress,"
dated 26M~ 1996 reiterates statutory guidance and states that

CJ

CIA will seek scrupulously to meet the obligation to keep the
Congressional intelligence committees fully and currently informed
. . . . This obligation requires, at a minimum, that ... CIA provide
the infonnation ~uested by those committees in order to conduct
their business.

Questions regarding the interpretation of these guidelines should be
referred to the Office of General Counsel, according to the regulation.
(b)(3)

27. (U) Agency Regulatiot{~"Response by Employees and
Former Employees to Subpoenas, Orders, and Other Demands by
Courts or Other Authorities," dated 15 May ~997, provides that no
Agency employee will respond to a request for information,
11
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including requests from Congressional committees, until authorized
to do so by the General Counsel. 32 C.P.R. Section 1905-provides the
same guidance, and authorizes CIA officials to delegate their
.
authority to subordinate officials.

(b)(3)

28. (U I I AIUO) The CFO's authorities and responsibilities in
r~gard . to Cf>rumTss are set forth in ~ 2 March 2000, Agency
RegulatioL_Jentitled "Office of the Chief Financial Officer
(CFO)." Tiii.S re~ation defined the mission of the CFO as "to
oversee all financial management and procurement activities relating
to the programs and operations of the Agency ...." The CFO's
functions, as identified in this regulation, include:
• Develop, coordinate, and oversee the Agency's program
planning and ·resource allocation processes.
• Develop and oversee execution of the Agency budget....

• Serve as the principal interface with. Congress (in coordination
with Director of the Office of Congressional Affairs), Department
of Defense, Community Management Staff, and Office of
Management and Budget regarding resource matters ....
[Emphasis added.]
HOW DID THE AGENCY PRACllCE WITH REGARD TO DISCUSSION OF
"INTERNAL TAXES" Wil1l CONGRESS EVOLVE?

29. (U I I AIUO) As established in the preceding section, CIA
has a statutory obligation to provide "full and complete information"
to Congress. It also has regulations in effect that govern which
Agency employees specifically can respond to Congressional
inquiries. These regulations state that no Agency employee will
respond to Congressional requests for information until, or unless,
authorized. On most issues, the Office of Congressional Affairs has
been delegated this authority, and in budget-related matters, the CPO
and OCA share responsibility for respondirig to Congressional
queries.

12
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30. (U I I AIUO) Written Guidance. To ensure that employees
are aware of their obligations to respond to Congressional queries
through OCA and the CFO, the Agency has issued periodic
guidance. This guidance includes a pamphlet issued by OCA on
briefing Congress; instructions to Field Stations on handling budget
questions that arise during Congressional delegation visits; ai1
October 1999 Employee Bulletin reminding employees to
communicate with Congress through OCA; a 22 March 2000
statement by the CFO made available to all employees reminding
them that budget realignment questions should be referred to the
CFO and OCA; and a 27 March 2000 Employee Bulletin reminding
employees to respond fully to Congressional inquiries through
established Agency guidelines for handling questions from Congress.

31. (U I I AIUO) OCA Pamphlet on the "4Cs." Since at least
1988, OCA has issued a pamphlet entitled "Briefing Congress." In a
section entitled "Guidelines for Congressional Briefings," the
pamphlet states that "a CIA officer in contact with Congresswhether before a committee, an individual Member, or a staff
officer-should present information that reflects the following:
candor, correctness, completeness and consistency." The pamphlet
defines "consistency" as "following established Agency guidelines
. when responding to questions or requests for information~3 The
pamphlet also instructs employees to "concentrate on the facts, [and]
render judgments only in your specific area of expertise." Employees
are further admonished not to discuss "other programs or activities
that are not related to the issue being briefed."
32. (S) Guidance Conceming Congressional Visits. OCA
periodically issues guidance to all Agency Field Stations and Ba$es
concerning briefing Congressional members and their staffs during
Congressional visits to Agency field locations. A 17 June 1999 cable

3 (U // AIUO) As discussed in the previous section, CIA regulations require that employees refer
questions from Congress to OCA or the CFO prior to responding.
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provided instructions to Field Stations on answering budget-related
questions that arise during CQngressional visits. Field Stations were
told:
·On budget-related topics, feel free to p~ovide generic funding
information as it pertains to your operation but do not comment or
opine on broader Directorate or Agency budget-related mattem.
Please remember that Congress reviews and acts on the DCI's
budget, and [the DCD has directed that only Headquartei'S will
discuss budget specifics with memben and staff, in line with their
oversight or non-oversight responsibilities. [Emphasis added.]

In advance of specific Congressional visits in the period from June
1999 through 29 March 2000, individual Stations were instructed by
their respective Headquarters components on many occasions ~o
refer to the June 1999 cable. Additi?n~the June 1999 instructions
were retransmitted in full to more t:harl___Ptations throughout the

(b)(1)

year.4

(b)(3)

33. (U I I AIUO) October 1999 Employee Bulletin. Agency
personnel were reminded of their obligation to communicat~ with
Congress only through the Office of Congressional Affairs in an
Employee Bulletin issued on 1 October 1999. The Employee Bulletin
was roade available to all Agency employees on an electronic bulletin
board.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

34. (U I I AIUO) Official Minutes of "DCI (Agency) Staff
Meeting." The official minutes of the DCI weekly staff meeting are
posted on the Agency's Public Aff~s electronic bulletin board and
are available for all Agency employees to read. According to
minutes of the 22 March 2000 OCI Staff meetin~
I ·
"reminded components to refer to herself and
A any queries from
HPSO staff members regarding realignment of funds. HPSCI
staffers recently have directly queried some components."
4 (S) The June 1999 guidance on handling budget issues differed hom the instructions issued to
Field Stations in 199'7 and 1998 concerning briefingCongressioilal visitors. The 199'7 and 1998
instruction cables did not contain any reference to budget-related topics.
'
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35. (U) March 2000 Employee Bulletin. On 27 March·2000, an
Employee Bulletin was iSsued entitled "ExDir Reminds All
Employees of Agency Policy on Dealing with Congress." (See Exhibit
A.) It instructed personnel "to respond fully· and.to the best of your
·k nowledge-to Congressional inquiries regarding programs and
activities, including budgetary and fiscal matters." The instruction
advised employees to ensure that all dealings with Congress are
.characterized by c~dor, completeness, correctness, and.consistency.
Employees were renlinded to follow established Agency guidelines
in handling questions from Congress.5 The Employee Bulletin was
made available to all Agency employees on an electronic bulletin
board. The text also was issued as a cable to Agency Field Stations
on 29 March 2000.
·
36. (S) The Budget Situation Facing the Directorate of
Operations. On 6 January 2000, the Deputy Direetor for Operations
(DOO) sent a cable to all DO Stations and Bases entitled ''The State of
the Directorate's FY 2000 Fiscal Health." This cable discussed
••unfunded" programs and the amount of internal taxes being levied
on the DO. It said:
[Y]ou have no doubt heard from your component management that
this is shaping up be a tight budget year-the tightest in memory
in fact. Unfortunately, the adds to
get have been
more than offset by the need to cove
the 00 share
of Agency unfundeds and the need to realign ov
internally to cover unfunded program needs critical to the 'IX;)
mission, such as operational training, improvements to
management and backstopping of cover, and information
technology systems supporting field and Headquarters operations.
We have also had to coverl
~ the DO share of a
~o
Congressional cut to independent contractors an~
cover an across·the board cut to all US Government agencies
mandated by Congress. As the year progresses, additional Agency
unfundeds are likely to arise, and we will have to help cover .them.

to

our

5 (U11AIUO) OA regulations require employees to refer questions from Congress to OCA or
the CFO prior to responding.
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37. (S) In an e-mail message OI:t 1 February 2000, a senior
officer in 00/0RMS advised~ DDO fOr Resources, Plans
and Policy (ADDO /RPP~
of concern from HPSO staff
members that ~ds HPSCI had earmarked for specific 00 areas or
programs of special interest to the committee had been "taxed." The
officer said that the ''bottom .l ine is that the areas HPSCI thought
were going to be made healthy in FY 1999 were taxed."

(b)(3)"
(b)(7)(c)

38. (S) A 3 February 2000 e-mail messa e from an officer
and the Chief of
assigned to the Office of the Com troller t
ORMS said that
anted them to have
a list of significant Agency
ded oroe:rams remaining in fiscal
year 2000. Five programs totalin~
~ere listed. The
officer said that "there is a good chance that the directorates will be
taxed to pay for all or part of these programs."
39. (S) On 15 February 2000, the Chief of Budget Operations in
·the Comptroller's Office informed each Directorate and the DCI Area
of the "next" round of taxes to be levied in fiscal year 20001
I
I
I
!subsequent e-mail messages within the DO
discussed how to allocate this tax on various DO components. ·

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

.---:--~...___._.Oo<..L____C~--.£_.................,-.ary, an OCA officer informe~L-,------------,---.

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(b)( 1)
3
(b)( )

(b)(1)
(b)(1)
(b)(3)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

and others in an e-mail message that the
~.---.---,---I:'Y"'ll"'............"""""'_,...,,......,n-m,.. 7 " with not receiviDg tax data on each DO

Divisirin. In response
tated that DCI Tenet had asked her
to "put together thew o e story on the DO funding issue."
said "the 'tax' issue needs to be addressed from an Agency'~
perspective-why we have them, what we are doing about it, etc."

II

· 41. (S) In a 23 March 2000 memorandum to DO Tenet, DDCI
Gordon, and ExDir Carey entitled "Critical Budget Issues," 000
James Pavitt stated: "As you know, DO line divisions are operating
on very tight budgets this year . . . . The primary cause is funding
realignments at the Directorate and Agency level."
16
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_
42. (S) Field Stations' Response During Congressional Visits.
Following Congressional visits to Agency facilities overseas, Clriefs
of Station summarize the visit in a cabt to OCA with an information
copy to the relevant DO area division.
[
~eported his discussion of
the Clrief of Station (COSj
"funding" issues with HPSCI_Chairman Porter Goss. The COS
relayed that "In reply to query from [Chairman]IHPSCI concerning
funding, COS no~d that monies in FY-oo were going to be tight.
COS observed that Station's FY-00 connterterrorism [CT] budget was
I
(sic) FY-99."
_

pn

43. (S)
eported on
his budget-related discussions with Representative James Moran,
who is a member of the Hou5e Appropriations Committee
(HAC)/Subcommittee on National Security. He said:
In reply to Rep Moran's query concerning what he could do for the
Station, COS observed that all indicators pointed to a very tight FY2000 budget for the Directorate o b : 1 ... COS noted that
of FY-99 .... Rep
Station's FY-00 budget would be
Moran observed that he was not aware o e udget difficulties
facing the Directorate [of Operations] and observed that he would
welcome dialogue with the DCI and/ or DDO to see how he might
be of assistance in this area.

reported he spoke with Representative Peter
King at Representative Moran's request that he address the issue of
"resources" with King. The COS said:

~--------------~

When addressing the issue of the FY-2000 budget, COS made the
same points to Rep Kirig as he had made to Rep Moran. Rep King
echoed Rep Moran's comments that he too was convinced that
should the Directorate [of Operations] require additional funds to
cotmter the threat of international terrorism, the OCI and/ or DOO
should raise the issue directly with the Hill.
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,---------"'-"'"------'-'~

At the conclusion of a visit by HAC staff members to
e COS re orted his budget-related discussions with
'=-------=---------' The COS reported he told the staff
members that the Station did not have adequate resources to do its
iob and DIOVided details about the situation faciru> the sption.
I
Ithe COS sai~
}vas:

(b)(1)
.II

\.1 -

\.

(b)(1)
(b)(3)
(b)(1)
(b)(3)

(b)(1)
(b)(3)

Station in essence
will be in a retrograde movement and most if not all of the work

~~~-~-~---~~-~~

over the past 18 months will be negated.

45. (S)
bte cosj
~eported
he "pulled no punches" in answering Congressman Goss'Juestij
about the Station's j,dget situation. The COS said he an

I

(b)(1)
(b)(3)
(b)(3)

=

... stated our conviction that the ad hoc-like budgeting ·process is
unclear and inadequate and our regret that this annual ordeal now
~to impact field o:mtions .... Specifically, COS·and
c'L___jo
======'-, 1ld Goss thatj __
~tations are facing
reduction for FY-2 in CliSCI'etionary [operational] and
[= ---g Fment] funds, and thac=::}ad actually received aD
eduction figure,· which we have appealed.
·

0

'---cJ

. 46. (U I I AIUO) Senior Officers' Views on Agency Practice
Concerning "Taxes." ExDir Carey states that there is no policy
within the Agency regarding discussions about "internal taxes."
Carey says that, specifically, there is not a policy not to speak of taxes
with the Committees. Carey says the request was not to speak about
matters not personally known to a CIA officer or within the officer's
purview. The policy for CIA officers was, and is, to answer questions
within the officer's field of knowledge and to refer other budgetrelated matters to the CFO. To avoid offices going to Congress to
18
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plead their own ~ase, however, Carey says the Agency leadership
supported the position that the CFO was the one definitive source of
information to Congress on budget matters. The advice to Agency
components was if they are asked about the status-of funds in their
Directorate, they should not provide an answer
thl!l[ have the
broad Direct~rate perspective, such as ADDO IRPP
I
alone yvould-have in the DO.
.

unlrs

47. (UI I AIUO)

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

says the practice of the CFO's
office is that if a Congressional·staff member requests information on
budget issues, it is advisable to coordinate the response with the
CFO's Office. I
~xplains that the integrity of the budget
process is important, and the Agency must have a means of ensuring
the information it is providing to the Congressional overseers is .
accurate, complete, and timely.
've of the CFO's Office is
to provide accurate information
does not believe there is
ged, and the CFO and
confusion over this practice; it has no
Comptroller have always been ~e focal :~t for budget questi.· ons
from Congress. At the same tim
tates her office has never
decreed that a document cannot tie proVI ed to Congress 'w hen
requested, although the CFO's officec:r:ge the budget
numbers provided by a component.
say~ she has instructed
components to be responsive to the
an
requested that any
material provided to Congress also be provided to the CFO's office
with a copy for the record.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(? (c)

c·

I

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

(b)(3)

lsays

CIA practice is to
· 48. (UI I AluO)
coordinate issues of resources with the Comptroller's Office before an
officer or operating component goes to Congress, Office of
Manaee~ent and Budget, or .the C:ommunity Management Staff.
!explains that there lS no mtent to get CIA officers to change
what they intend to say. Rather, it is the role of the Comptroller,
working with or through OCA, to explain how the entire budget is
affected by specific resource decisio~ and to nn~ these decisions in
the context of the Agency as a whole. l
~xplains the

[___---------;~
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Comptroller's Office puts reprogramming decisions in context-not
just where the money is being taken !,:om, but where it is going and
why.
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)

I

.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

49. (UI I AIUO)
Istates that since the 16 March 2000
HPSCI hearing, Agency practice on discussing internal taxes with the
HPSCI and SSCI has changed. Individual.offices may address
internal tax issues or resource issues with the committees, but the
Comptroller's Office reserves the right t:a~ with budget
figures presented by individual offices.
while not sure,
believes this arrangement was discusse etween ExDir Carey
the then-Staff Director of the HPSO, John Millis.

and

·so.

(VI IAruO)I
lwho
served in that position frolli
[says
the guidance to Agency employees on the subject of taxes has been
not to volunteer information, but to an5wer any Congressional
questions.fully and ac·sw:au~li.[·_ _ _ _}-WJl.O.J:ur:ren.ti.¥..BeJ:Jle~L
calls ADDS&T Runyan relaying a story
about either DCI Tenet or ExDir Carey pounding the table in

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

Febnwy 2000 saying it is vety~ :~tJthat Agency officers ·
support the ·corporate budget.6
says these kinds of
exhortations-support the Pres1 ent s u get while answering all
Congressional questions completely-are made all the time.
. 51. (U I I AIUO)I
~ys that prior to
16 March 2000, there was no specific guidance on handling questions
about internal taxes. There are, however, long-standing guidelines to
notify Conoen specifically appropriated funds are
reallocated.
says she has never heard any guidance that the
Agency sho
no talk about internal taxes. She explains there was
frustration among senior Agency management in the first several
months of 2000 that some Agency officers were making unilateral
6 (UI AIUO) In reviewing a draft of this Report, Carey asserted that he is "not·prone to th,e
pounding of desks."
·
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approaches to 1;:si~nal staff members and "whimng" about cuts
to their budgets.
ys senior Agency management felt many
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

·Agency personne
not understand the reasons for cuts in the
~oes not remember anyone saying "tell your folks to
budget. I
stop whining," but says it is plausible.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

. 52. (U I I AIUO) I
Irecalls a meeting of the senior Agency .
managers--either at the DCI's morning staff meeting or an Executive
Board meeting-~here the frustration level of the ExDir~s office was
very high following discussi1ns by
officers in the field with
Congressional staff members
recalls DDO Pavitt felt field
(b)(3)
officers should be honest in their views. I !recalls Pavitt was
(b)(7)(c)
told that de~pite ~ts, th~e were~ sufficient funds for
good operations. L___jllso adVISed that budget concerns should be
raised with the Executive Director and the CFO, and not directly with
Congress. Only the CFO's Office can ~:vide r.e appropriate
·
perspective. For example, according t
many DO officers.
(b)(3)
According tq
Imany DO officers · not realize the DO was (b)(7)(c)
taxing the DO divisions in addition to the corporate taxes levied by
the Agency at large. !
fbserved that DO officers were seen to
be pursuing their own agenda given their access to Congressional
and staff delegations in the field. ~aid this led to frustration
~~j~~j(c)
that was ultimately expressed to e eputy Directors.

j

53. (U I I AIUO) In regard to the specific issue of whether CIA
considers the subject of internal taxes to be out of bounds for
.
discussion with Congress~
Fxplains that the Agency does not,
as a rule, share with Congress internal Agency management
deliberations. While the broader question of whether there are
internal taxes in the Agency is not out ofboundSj
ftates that
the specifics of what is discussed when programs are being
compared for reductions would not be discussed unless there is
·specific Congressional interest.
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

recalls!

54. (S) DDO PaVitt
~tating that any
.information given to the Hill needs to go through the CFO to ensure
consistency. Pavitt says he is familiar with this comment and has
heard it in other instances. Pavitt also says he has heard the
sentiment expressed about not going to the Hill with budget
spreadsheets without first coordinating with the CFO, and the
statement that internal taxes are out of bounds for discussion with
Congress. Pavitt describes this as the conventional Wisdom in the
Agency-from th~ Comptroller; CFO, arid ExDir. Pavitt explains that

FY2000 began wi~

lin~ programs or

needs. It is now down to about
The practice was
not to discuss internal taxes, until the 16 March 2000 hearing. It
changed ifter the hearing.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

· 55. (U I I AIUO) Pavitt says he has been at odds with senior
Agency management at what he sees as the inability of the Agency to
tell Congress what it needs from a resource perspective. Pavitt says
his advice has been to be honest on budget requests. Pavitt believes
internal taxing is not an effective way to meet resource needs. Pavitt
says his views are well known, and he has spoken candidly to DO
Tenet, former Deoutv DO John Gordon, Deputy DCI for Community
Managemen~
~d ExDir Carey. Pavitt believes the
Agency should be honest with its resource needs. Pavitt describes .
himself as outspoken on this issue.
56. (U I I AIUO) Pavitt says that in February 2000, when
concern was expressed about Agency officers speaking about
internal taxes with CongreSs, the DS&T was not the focus of the
· concern. Rather, it was the DO. Pavitt says he told senior Agency
management that he would not tolerate insubordination in his
officers, but if they were asked a question by a Congressman or staff
member during a Congressional delegation vjsit to the field, they
. would answer the question. Pavitt says he received criticism
directed at his Chiefs of $tations who spoke to Congressional
delegations about resource needs. Pavitt says, however, he could not
chastise them because he insists that they do·the right thing.
. 22
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57. (S) ADOOIRPPI
~xplains that the OO's budget .
shortfalls had become· acute. There were insufficient funds to operate
specific programs. While the "top line" of the oo budft had I
increased, the 00's operational budget was declining.
says
when DDO Pavitt and he discussed this situation with DCI Tenet
and others, they did not report good newsj
~ays that while
Carey probably was not happy the DO had raised i~t
. difficulties, Carey .never tried to tell either Pavitt orL__jnot to
speak to Congress.
·

(b)(3)

(b)(3)
(b)(3)
(b)(3)

58. (U I I AIUO) DDS&T Isham says it is not right to say CIA
regards the subject of taxes as out of bounds for discussion with
Congressional staff. Isham believes an open dialogue is needed with
Congress. Individual officers, however, do not always know the
whole story at the Directorate level.
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

.
I

59. (VI IAIUO) .ADDS&TRunyanrecallsguidancefrom c = J
pn 25 February 2000 that if Agency officers are talking to
Congressional staff members, they shouldc:J.ith the
Comptroller and the CFO. Runyan believ
tatement on
25 February was probably not the first time e
eard of the
to_coordinate budget ffiforination with the Comptroller and CFO.

need

60. (U I I AllJO) DS&T Chief of staffj
!explains
there has been c:t trc:tditional problem when CIA program managers
meet with Congressional staff members. In the course of

conversation,·program managers have been known to complain
~bout the lack of funding for their program. I
lsays the issue of
how to respond to Congressional questi~arding internal taxes
had been raised at DS&T staff meetingsL_jhas advised DS&T ·
officers to answer as honestly pos~le relative to their individUal
timates that 98 percent of CIA
program and not to speculate.
officers who brief their programs to Congress do not know how their
budget numbers were derived. Most Agency officers are not
specifically knowledgeable about internal taXes.

j
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WHAT GWDANCE WAS ISSUED BY TilE DIREerORATE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY ON 25 F'EBRUARY2000 CONCERNING 11lE DISCUSSION OF
#INTERNAL TAXES" WJ11l CONGRESS?

61. (U I I AIUO) DS&T Plans Chi~
I
issued guidance within th~ DS&T in a Lotus Notes e-mail message7
of 25 February 2000 to 18 recipients, Including the nine office-level
plans chiefs. The Lotus Notes message, classified "Secret," was
~d "Cuationary Note: Discussion of Intenral Taxes (sic)."S
L__j.s a Senior Intelligence Service (SIS)-01 officer who was
serving_ as the Chief, Planning and Resources Gro1:1p in the Office of
the DS&T at the time.

62. (U I I AIUO) The Lotus Note (Exhibit B) was addressed to
the planning and resource chiefs in the nine offices of the DS&T.
Included as a 'blind carbon copy" recipient of the Lotus Note9 was
James RUI\yan, a Defense Intelligence Senior Executive Service
(DISES)-5 officer serving as the ADDS&T.lO An infot?'ation
· addressee w~
~ an SIS-04 officer, who w~L_
_ _ __
imm~diate supervisor and serves as Director, Business Strategies
and Resource Center and concurrently as Chief of Staff to the
DDS&T. Seven other members of the DS&T front office were also
information addressees.

7 (U) OA uses Lotus Notes e--mail for classified and unclassified internal communications.
8 (UI I AIUO) Exhibit B contains the full text of this Lotus Notes e--mail message.
. 9 (UI I AIUO) As a "blind carbon copy (bc:ct recipient of a Lotus Note, Runyan's name does not

appear on a copy of the Lotus Note received or printed by the sender or the other recipients.
Runyan says he received a copy of the Lotus Note, and OIG obtained confinnation that Runyan
.
was a "bc:c" recipient.
10 (U11 AIUO) The DISFS rank is a Dep~t of Defense level that replaced the Senior
Cryptologic: Executive (SCE) level previously used by the National Security Agency (NSA) and is
equivalent to the SIS and Senior Executive Service. Runyan was detailed to the CIA from NSA in
January 1997. He was appointed to his currei\t position on 10 January 2000.
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63. (UI I AIUO) First Discussion with Runyan. I
~calls
that sometime as early as the week of 14 to 18 February 2000 Runyan
returned from the daily 8:15 a.m. OCI Staff meeting and told her that
at that meeting, it had been reported that Congressional staff
members had been hearing "complaints.. from DO Field Stations
about the impact of internal taxation on operational actiVities.n
There was concern expressed in the OCI's morning meeting about the
ramifications of such comments. ~ays Runyan made it clear
that he had no indjcation it was ~mployees in the -field who
had made such comments.
· 64. (U I I AIUO) According tc=JRunyan asked her to
caution DS&T staff about the need to refrain from comm~
the issue of internal taxes to Congressional staff members.L__j ·
says that she did not want to telephone the nine DS&T Plans Chiefs
with this message, because she feared there would be nine different
versio~ of what she said. So, she decided to draft a Lotus Note.
I
oes not recall anyone else being present when Runyan
instructed her to convey the concern over discussions of internal
!reviewed her notebook and advised
taxes to DS&T officersj
that she has no notes of this instruction.

65. (U I I AIUO) I

~tates that she is not certain when she

was originally ins~cted by Runyan to provide this guidance to the
DS&T offices. She initially believed it was ld uring ~e week of
21 February 2000. Upon further reflection,
best recollection is
sometime during the previotis workweek. She explained that prior
to 16 March 2000 when she learned that Congressman Goss read an
Agency Lotus Note that sounded like the one she had drafted, she
did not consider the .guidance in her Lotus Note to be extraordinary.
She did not take notes on what occurred leading-up to the issuance of
·the Lotus Note and did not pay particular attention if it was DCI
Tenet or ExDir Carey who reportedly made the statements that were
11 (U I I AIUO) The DCI presides at a staH meeting usually each weekday at 8:15 a.m. with the
exception of Wednesdays. There i$ a staff meeting for an expanded staff on Wednesdays at 10:30
a.m.
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relayed to her by Runyan. I
!recognizes that there are gaps in
her recollection of the events leading up to the issuance of the'Lotus
Note. She explains that Runyan's instruction was an unremarkable
event initially. The guidance she received from Runyan was similar
to what she had heard previously, and for that reason, she·
uncharacteristically did not rush to send the guidance to her
subordinate Plans Officers.
·

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

66. (U I I AJVO) Second Discussion _w ith Runyan.~ays
Runyan returned from the 8:15a.m. DCI Staff meeting po~n
Wednesday, 23 February 2000. Runyan reportedly relayed the
continued concern over discussion of internal taxes by personnel in
the field. 'This time, there was fist-pounding on the table during the
discussion, according td
~lieves she heard it wa5
Carey who pounded his fist. At a subsequent meeting later that day,
Runyan repeated the message and told the DS&T Office Chiefs that
the seventh floor was
on this subject. Runyan told the
Board of Directors that
would be sending them guidance.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

67. (U I I AIUO) According tq
Ithe week of
21 February 2000 was very bu5y for her because it was the budget
. "roll-out" week, when the Agrcy's ~udget was presented to
·
Congressional oversight staff
says ~he dr~ed the
25 February 2000 Lotus Note sometime on 23 or 24 Febru~ 2000
and provided it in draft to Runyan to approve. She does not
remember if she carried the draft to Runyan or sent it electronically.u
She says Runyan was "very, very concerned" to get the tone of the
Lotus N~~
DS&T people in the field would not feel
accused.
sa she did not want the tone of the message to be
accusatory
serts that Runyan reviewed her Lotus Note draft
and had
commrts or questions nor did he make any edits to the
document _
_ elieves this occurred on the day of transri:li.ssion
or the prior day. Runyan probably walked into her office and told
her that it was acceptable. After the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

rphaic

ri,t st!.

n1

12 (U// ARJO) No copy of a draft version

of the message ~to Runyan has been found.
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c=J

· was sent to the DS&T office-level Otiefs of Plans,
received no
comments or questions until after the 16 March 2000 HPSCI hearing.
that the Plans Chiefs are accustomed to receiving
"strict ~dance" from her because of the nature of her position.
I
ays the Plans Otiefs may or may not have forwarded the
message to otherS, but she does not know.

c::=Jxplains

68.

(U/ I AIUO) j
!asserts that the statementin the Lotus
Note on taxation reflecting poorly on Agency management was not
her language. I
!says she does not talk like this. She says she
paraphrased it from what Runyan said.l
ls ays she never
thought of this point before. She says she used the expression "7th
floor" in the message/ rather than anyone's ~e, becjuse .she did not
want the tone of the message to be accusatory.
says her
concern in drafting the message was to ensure there was not an
accusatory tone. Runyan gade the sJecific guidance for the message
and approved the Lohls Not
states. I
Isays she did not
immediately draft the Lotus Note when Runyan first asked her to
pass the guidance because she needed to con5ider the tone of the note
to ensure that it would not accuse DS&T people.
69. {U/ I AIUO) I
~xplah,s she italicized the phrase in the
Lotus Note "... that the CIA regards this subject 71Ultter as out of bounds
for discussion with staffers or our Committees" to .emphasize direct
comments made in the DO Staff meeting, according to what Runyan
told her~
isays the succeeding line in the Lotus Note-"CIA
taxes are an internal issue, and one that often reflects (poorly) on
Agency performance in planning, ~ging, and executing our
programs"-also was a direct comment made in the r:x;:I Staff
meeting, according to what Runyan tolcl
~tates that she
was never instructed to tell DS&T employees to ''close ranks," as was
reperted by the employee who made the original allegation to the
OIG.
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70. (UI I AIUO~
[says that Runyan was just ajvising[
DS&T officers to be prudent in the Lotus Note's message.
did
not intend to tell them to be less than fo~coming with Congress, nor
did Runyan intend
/asserts that she was simply
communicating Agency policy on- this matter as conveyed by her
senior manager: questions of internal taxation were not to be .
discussed with Congress. I
6avs ie never even thought of the
says she was tired, and it was
issue of dealing with Congress. I
late when she drafted the Lotus Note.13 She was embarrassed she
had not drafted the note before Runyan mentioned it a second time at
the DS&T Board of Directors meeting.!
~ays that although she
never considered the issue of dealing with Congress when she wrote
the 25 February Lotus -Note, when she reread it on 16 March, she
could recognize how it was interpreted as an instruction to withhold
·
information from Congress.

(b)(3)

(b)(3)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

this./

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b){?}(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

71. (U I I AIUO) Runyan says he customarily attends the
8:15 a.m. DCI Staff meetings on Thursdays and alternate Fridays in
place of Isham. By consulting his calendar, Runyan reported that
Isham attended the OCI morning meetings on 22 or 23 February, and
he attended the meetings on 24 and 25 February.u Runyan says there
was no discussion of the issu~ of CIA "internal taxes" at the 24 or
25 February 2000 DCI meetings. Runyan says furthermore that he
. does not recall a discussion of "taxes" at any OCI meeting he has
attended.
·

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

72. (U I I AIUO) Runyan reviewed his handwritten notes of the
Feb~:
a.m. staff meeting
says that at that
meeting1_ ~~ _ ~aid if Agency officers are talking to
CongresSion
members, they should cooT;:~
Comptroller and the CFO. According to Runyan
·d that
there were spreadsheets with budget details being s e with

.25

::DCI8:15

and

s

13 (U II AIUO) The Lotus Note was transmitted on Friday, 25 February 2000 at 9:19 p.m.
14 (U II AIUO) According to the notes of the OCI Staff meeting, Runyan attended the
Wednesday, 23 February meeting at 10:45 a.m., as well as the 8:15 a.m. meetings on 24 and
. 25 February.
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Congressional staff members. Runyan does not recall Carey making
any remarks, and he has nothing in his notes to .indicate that Carey
said anything about internal taxes. According to Runyan, his notes
from the 25 February 2000 DCI Staff meeting state: "Mary:
Information to Com:inittees/Staffers-Please coordinate with
CFO /Comptroller. Offices going down with spreadsheets. Bad
budgeting and execution is the cause."

(b)(3)
(b (7)(c)

73. (U I I A!YO) Runyan says he took notes at the.DCI Staff
~as
meetirig as he saw fit, and Rnnyan believed whai
asking was to coordinate with the Comptroller and CFO before going
to the Hill. ~tates that this instruction was the basis for his
instruction tL _ j Runyan says he told
to tell the office
Plans Chiefs to be sure the DS&T was not part of the problem.

74. (U I I AIUO) Runyan does not recall hearing or being told
that Carey discussed the issue of internal taxes at the DCI morning
meetings during the week of 22 through 25 February 2000.1s R\U\yan
says if it was discussed, it was not important enough for him to make
a note. When Runyan was informed that the notetaker's notes
indicate that Carey spoke with the Deputy Directors about budget
cuts after the 25 February 2000 meeting, Runyan responded that he
does not recall attending a separate meeting on.25 February with the

ExDir.

·

·

75. (U11AIUO) When asked if Carey slammed his fist or used
profanity, Runyan responds that he has no recollection of Carey ever
pounding his fist. He also has no recollection of Carey displaying
anger or frustration. Runyan says he has no recollection of DCI
Tenet, Carey, or others pounding the table at a DCI morning staff
meeting in regard to this subject matter. ·

15 (U) Monday, 21 February 2000 was President's Day, a legal holiday.
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76. (U I I AIUO) Runyan says when he returned from the
25 February 2000 DCI meeting, he called I
linto his office and .
indicated that there was a request to coordinate with the Comptroller
if Agency personnel were talking to Congressional staff members
about budget matters. Runyan says he tolc:]he did not w~t
DS&T officers ~ausino- any problems. Runyan does not recall if
}vas present at this meeting, and observes it
anyone besides
could have been a one-on-one meeting.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

77. (U I I AIUO) Runyan says he cannot explain whyC J _
Lotus Note of 25 February did not contain any .reference tL _ _ j
statement at the 25 February OCI morning staff meeting about
coordinating with the CFO before going to the Hill. ~does not
t of his message tq_____J-that it
know why-if that
was not containe ·
tus Note of that day. Runyan thinks
he did not revie
otus Note before it was issued and cannot
explain the omission. He says he sees many Lotus Notes.
78. (U I I AIUO) Runyan says that as ~of the guidance
from Corrado at the 8:15 a.m. staff meeting,L___jlrafted the
25 February 2000 Lotus Note to the DS&T office-level Plans Officers.
There were also "carbon copy" addressees of this Lotus~ ·
Runyan says he did not intend, one way or another, for\___jto put
his message into a Lotus Note o ge ·
it through phone calls. He
adds that he did not specify ho
should promulgate the
guidance. Runyan expected tha
essage to the Plans Chiefs
of each DS&T office would be passed to the office directors. Runyan
says that as a [former] office director, he probably would have ·
passed the instruction ..li we are headed to the Hill, let's coordinate
with the Comptroller" to h i s c s . Runyan states that he did
not have the impression tha
truction was aimed at
personnel in the field, and he
no see it that way either, so the
message probably would not have been conveyed to the field.
I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
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79. (UI I AIUO) Runyan avers that he rea~
I
25 February 2000 Lotus Note, but he does not remember if he read it
prior to its issuance or afterwards. Runyan says, in any case, he read
it wi~· 24 hours because he tries to keep current with his Lotus
Notes e-mails. Runyan say~
!Lotus Note did not raise any
particular "flags" with him. Runyan ob~es tha~
~ an
SIS-rank officer, and overall, he sees very few Lotus Notes from
·I
lprior to her formal dissemination. .

1

80. (UI I AIUO) Runyan states that he read the Lotus Note
either before or very shortlv after it was sent. Asked to estimate the
likelihood that he sawl
ILotus Note prior to its issuance,
~uny~ says he cannot make an estimation. Runyan added that if
ays she showed the Lotus Note to him before she sent it,
as a better memory that} he does. Runyan doeS not recall
orwarding the Lotus Note to Isham prior to 16 March and do~ not
know if Isham saw the Lotus Note prior to 16 March 200Q.I6
81. (U I I AIUO) Runyan recalls mentioning the request to
coordinate with the Comptroller at the DS&T Board of Directors
meeting the following Monday,28 February 2QOO.i7 According to
R~yan, he told the Board-composed of the DS&T pifice,Chiefs·
that there was "7th floor" guidance to coordinate andj_____Jwould be
sending out guidance. Runyan says it was "not a big deal."
82. (U I I AlUO) Runyan says that on 16 March 2000, following
the HPSCI bude:et heeg that Isham attended, Isham came into his
office and told
d him.about the controversy that erupted at
the hearing regarding the alleged Agency guidance on internal taxes.
Runyan volunteered to Isham that "we" sent anote out and located it

16 (U 11 ARJO) No information has been found to indicate that Isham or anyone more senior than
Runyan received the Lotus Note prior to 16 March 2000.
17 (U1I AIUO) According to the notes taken by the OJ'S officer who was representing the
Director, OJ'S at this meeting, the meeting occurred on Wednesday 1 March 2000. The only
relevant portion was attributed to DS&T Chief of Staffj
notes read as follows:
"Be sure to coordinate requests from staff, OMB, etc (example HIPSCl (sic) briefing.):

[The
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in his Lotus ~box."Ia This was·the 25 February 2000 Lotus
Note sent by l _ j called "Cuationary Note (sic)." According to
Runyan, there was nothing remarkable about the 25 February 2000
Lotus Note that prompted him to keep it in his Lotus Notes queue.
He only periodically clears his incoming Lotus Notes queue.
83. (U I I AIUO) With respect to whether the 25 Feb~OO
· Lotus Note was consistent with the guidance he providedL___j
Ruriyan says that ~e thinks his guidance was much more general.
Commenting on the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note:
·
• Runyan says he does not recall that the sentence that "CIA
taxes are an internal issue ..." was ever said at a oa·
morning staff meeting or any other meeting he attended. He
does not believe he said this tq
I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

• In regard to the statement that CIA taxes are an internal
issue tha~ "reflects (poorly) on Agency performance in
planning, managing, and executing our programs," Runyan
says that this does not sound like a sentence he would say.
· However, Runyan adds it is hard not to philosophically
·
agree with the statement.

• With regard to the statement that "CIA regards this subject
cis out of bounds for discussion with staffers or our
Committees." Runyan says he does not think that he
specifically said this. His guidance was more general.
84. (U I I AIUO) Runyan explains the purpose of the Lotus
Note was to say that if someone was going to disCuss budget issues
with Congress, they needed to be in synch with the overall Agency

18 (U11 AIUO) ~tes Runyan's recollection that he volunteered that "we" sent out the
Lotus Note. Jnstea
ntends that she volunteered this information to Isham without
hesitation because s
following Runyan's instructioils when she prepared the
guidance.
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program. He did not read the Lotus Note as suggesting that
employees withhold information or be less than candid with
Congress.
85. (U I I AIUO) Runyan states he did not take note of the
Lotus Note "one way or another" after reading it. He wanted to
ensure that DS&T personnel were not part of the Comptroller's
problem even though no one at the OCI staff meeting suggested that
the DS&T was the_ problem. Runyan says, the Lotus Note was
probably not written 1n the way he would have worded it: Runyan
states he did not-dictate the note tq
Inor did he amend or
~ontravene it after he read it
86. (U I I AIUO) Asked wh~
lwould have garbled his
message in the 25 Feb~ 2000 Lotus Note, Runyan says this
question assume~
!garbled it. ·Runyan says the thrust of his
. message to her is in her Lotus Note. Runyan does not read the Lotus
Note as a call to "stonewall" Congress.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

87. (U I I AIUO) Isham says she had an appointment outside
the building on the morning of 25 February 2000 and arrived late in
her office that day.' Isham does not recall meeting with the DO or
ExDir on 25 February in regard to any issue concerning budget cuts.
She does not rec~ being informed of any guidance· concerning
budget ma:tters ·resUlting from the 8:15 a.m. DO Staff meeting that
day.

88. (U I I AIUO) Isham says she first learned o~'---------'
· 25 February 200() Lotus Note in the evening of 16 Match 2000
following a hearing at the HPSCI on the CIA budget program. Isham
attended that hearjng, where Goss raised the issue of Agency
guidance on discussion of taxes with Congress . ..

h7

89. (U11 AIUO) Upon returning from the
Is~ met
in Runyan's office with Runyan and others, includin
who
wanted feedback from the hearing. Isham reported the "rather
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excoriating language" used in Goss' opening comments. I
I
observed that Goss' comments might refer to a Lotus Note she had
sent. Runyan provided Isham with a copy of the 25 February 2000
Lotus Note. Isham said it was the first time she had seen it. Isham
· says she and Runyan informed the OCI the evening of 16 March of
this situation. Carey was not in his office, and he was informed the
next day of the DS&T Lotus Note.
90. (U I I AITJO) Isham understands tha~
Lotus Note .
was written after Runyan attended an 8:15 a.m. DCI Staff meeting.
The meeting included a discussion of activities in relation to the Hill,
and the attendees were instructed to talk to their staffs about
working with the Hill, particularly in the area of not competing one
program against another program.

,---"---1
91. (U I I AIUO) Isham does not know if Runyan reviewed
Lotus Note before it was issued on 25 February 2000, but she
doubts it was brought to him in advance because that is uncommon.
According to Isham, Carey was not aware that Runyan had seen the
25 February 2000 Lotus Note until she and Runyan informed him on
17 March 2000.

,I

I

92. (U I I AIUO) Isham observes that the language used in the
Lotus Note does not appear to be Runyan's words, as it is not
consistent with Runyan's personality to talk like this. Isham says
there is no way that he would give direction not to cooperate with
the Hill. Isham views the language as "sharp" and notes tha~
lis
-a very skillful writer who may have "sharpened" what Runyan said.
93. (UI I AIUO) Isham states that it is not reasonable to expect
that the Lotus Notes of a se~ ~:jeer are reviewed before
they are sent. Isham points o
is a senior officer. Isham
says the DS&T acknowledge
tus ~ediately after
the 16 March hearing. Isham is not even surL__j note was the
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one that Goss referenced. Isham stares tha~
lis well aware that
she wol.ild not write the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note the ~e way if
she had to do it again.

I

l

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

94.. (U I I AIUO)
the DS&T Chief of Staff and
Director of the Business Strategies and Resow;ce....Center, who was
I
~ect supervisor at the time, describeL__j as a brilliant,
independent and conscientious officer who is iritense about her job
and usually exhib~ts good judgment.
.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

95. (U I I AIUO)
~xplains that he did not see~!==;------'
Lotus Note before she transmitted it. I
!recalls thal
!s ent the
· Lotus Note in the evening, and he saw it the following work day.
I
!explains that it was addressed to the Plans Chi~e DS&T
and therefore he did not read the Lotus Note closely.l__jrecalls
that he deleted it from his computer e-mail queue after he received it.
D
says he should have focused on it at the time he received it. He
believes the Lotus Note was not intended to be read as to appear so
harsh in tone and no one envisioned that it was going bexond the
DS&T plans staff. o
explains that.it is not unusual fo~
Ito
generate eight to ten Lotus Notes a day, and he does not always read
them thoroughly. He adds that he is aware that neither Isham nor
~an read the volume of Lotus Notes they recrive fronl
I
L__jdoes not know if Isham originally received_
~otus Note.
96. (UI I AIUO)
states that he did not have firsthand
knowledge on th~ genesj of
Lotus Note. He understands
from Runyan ":~\
tha
believes she was following
instructions from Runyan to put out the Lotus Note to the Plans
Chiefs.
does not believe thatO
received the actual
language used in the Lotus Note from Runyan and states that he
does not know if Runyan reviewed the Lotus NOte befo~
L--,
transmitted it.c=Jattributes the inexact message written b~L___
______j
aS the effort of someone who was working long hours and prepared
the Lotus Note late in the evening. H the message came from
Runyan~
~elieves that the words would have come out more

D

___J
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''benignly.'!
lsays that the language in the Lotus Note did not
sound like something that would have come from Runyan, and it .
does not recall if this subject was raised
was.not DS&T policy. 0
at the weekly DS&T staff meetings that were held on Wednesdays. ·
His calendar reflected that there was a DS&T staff meeting-on
Wednesday 23 February 2000 from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.

97. (U/ /AIUO)O say~
~oldhim. thatRunyan
discussed the matter in a morning meeting after Runyan attended a
·DCI Staff meeting. c:=Jremembers a concern being discussed
about moving money to pay for infrastructure, but he cannot connect
. that discussi~ time period.!
Irecalls speaking with
Runyan aftetl___j Lotus Note was quoted during a hearing with
the HPSCI on 16 March 2000.1
!says Runyan told him the OCI
Staff meeting included some discussion of concerns expressed by
~ewcomb, a HPSCI staff member, about "moving money."
L__jdoes not recall if Runyan stated that Carey pounded on the
~sesses there was a "50/50
table when discussing the subject. I
chance" that Runyan said it. However, he defers to the recollections
o~
land Runyan.

98. (U I I AIUO) O
states that he read]
ILotus Note in
a different fashion than Congress may have interpreted it. When.he
reread it after a similar message was cited by Congressman Goss, he
understood why Congress was disturbed.19 He explains that if he
read it as an outsider, he would have been left with the impression
that CIA had instructed its officers not to discuss the financial health
of their programs with Congress .
~elieves that the intended message of
~otus Note was not to go to Congress without alerting senior
management and to avoid hurting the Agency in exchanges with
Congress~
!interprets the message as an instruction to not take
special pleadings or complaints to Congress; to exercise discretion in

.-----99
__,. (UI I AIUO)
·1

19 (U1I AnJQ)r--l;tates that he has spent 11 years of his ciA career in budget-related
positions and is~ with working with Congress in developing the Agency's budgel
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"washing private laundry;" to reco~ that there is give and take
with the funds the Agency receives; and not to lie or dissemble to
Congress.
100. (U I I AIUO) Asked about the phrase in the Lotus Note,
"we need to be sure that no DS&T folks raise the issues [of internal
taXes] directly ~th staffers, even if prodded at briefings or during
staff tours/visits,!
'esponds that this is wronf;'d unfortUnate
guidance. He ~t believe anyone gav~
at guidance, and
it was a case oL___jbeing dramatic and "embroidering with her
prose.". ·
.

(b)(3)

(b)(3)(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

101. (C)
served as Runyan's Executive
Assistant from February to late April2000.20 He was present With
! land Runyan on 16 March 2000 when ISham returned from the
and jaunted Goss' ire over an Agency document At that
poin
asked if the document could have been the Lotus ~
she prepared.!
Irecalls Runyan explained to Isham thatl__j
was referring to a Lotus Note he asked her to transmit. Runyan then
went to his ~omoutjr and retrieved and printed a copy of the Lotus
Note sent b
on 25 February 2000. Upon examining the Lotus
Note, Isham indicated that it may·be the document Goss was
referencing.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

102. (C)~ecalls that Isham's reaction to the Lotus Note
indicated that ~ot previously seen it. I
~ certain he
did not see the Lotus Note before it was sent. He explains that he
was out of the office when it was prepared. If he had been at work, it
is likely!
~ould havjR2iven
of the Lotus Note to him
before it went to Runyan.
derstands fro~at she
showed. the Lotus Note to unyan who approved it before she sent it
out.-

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

'nearfg

i:ndraft

20 (C)!

Iserved as the Executive Assistant to former DDS&T Gary Smith from

appro~une 1999 until january 2000 when Smith left the Agency.
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I Irecalls that during a DS&T staff meeting in

103. (C)

Fe~ruary ~not remember the specific date-Runyan

~ol .
o send ~~~~tell DS&T staff e~ployees not to
whine about taxation.
_ j recalls Runyan saymg that the
ExDir was tired of hearing about whining. If a Congressional staff
delegation spoke with Agency personnel, they were instructed to say
they were only_program managers and the Congressional s~
should talk with the Comptroller regarding taxation issuesL____j
. states that Runvan
this guidance at a general DS&T session to
office chiefs.l
ecalls at least two prior occasions where either
Isham or Runyan told DS&T office directors that the t : : l w tired
of discussions ~·outside the building" regarding taxes.
also
remembers Runyan telling DS&T office directors twice o arey
"pounding on the desk" about taxes when ~ot
discussing internal taxes outside this building. l____jvas present
at these meetings~ As was customary at that time, no minutes of the
staff meetings were made.

L__

i•-r

(b)(3)
(b)(3)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

104. (U I I AIUO) I
~rved in the DS&Tfrom
1996 until April 2000, with his last position as Director of the ·
Administrative Resources Center (ARC).21 r--lremembers a
particular occasiQn when Runyan spoke at ~dnesday, 1:30 .p .m.
DS&T staff meeting that he attended.22 I
lc ould not remember
-the exact date of it, but it was shortly after Runyan was appointed
ADDS&T.73 I
Irecalls that Isham was on leave that week24 and
Foggo thought this was the first or second occasion where Runyan
represented the Directorate in the DCI Staff meeting. I
~ecalls
that Runyan came to the meeting "atitter" as a result of what he heard
at the DCI Staff meeting. Runyan spoke about Carey's annoyance ·
with CIA personnel "tattling to Congress."

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

21 (UI I AlUO) As Director of the ARCc:=Jwas one of the nine office directors in the DS&T.

(b)(3)
(b)(3)(C)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

22 (UI I AIUO) According t~ most likely dates for this to have occuned were 9 or
16 FebrUary or 1 March 2000.C:=Jvas away from Headquarters on 23 February 2000.
23 (UI I AruO) Runyan became the ADDS&T on 10 January 2000.
24 (U I I AIUO) According to Isham, she was away from the office the week of 14-19 February
2000.
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105. (Ull AIUO) l lsays he cannot remember if Runyan's
presentation at the DS&Tsta:Ifmeeting was during the ..open session"
or the "sensitive session" which occurs with fewer DS&T senior
representatives. I
~emembers Runyan saying that the ExDir
w~s angry that there had been "whining" and "leaks" to Congress.
Agency program managers were running to Congress. Carey
wanted the components to tell their people to stay "within guidance."
That is, after the pel had made the decision regarding allocation of
funds and the levying of "internal taxes," Agen~nnel were to
be loyal and support the decision. According tol__j Runyan
explained that Carey stated that the taxes were n~essary and it was
an executive decision in·a brutal process. !
ftated that he has
destroyed his notes of that meeting.
·

. (b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

106. (U I I AIDO)I
~tates that none of what he heard
Runyan say that day was new to him.. He had heard for years while
working at Headquarters that internal taxes are an internal matter
and should not be talked about with Congress. I
Ispecifically
remembers Runyan saying tha~ Carey pounded the table and Runyan
mimicked that motion in his staff meeting.

(b)(3) .
(b)(7)(c)

Peputy Director o~
recalls attending a weekly DS&T staff meeting she believes w~as~
on~
23 February 2000 chaired by Runyan. At the meeting, Runyan
relayed a stocy about either DCI Tenet or Carey pounding the table
saying t t it; v ,important Agency officers support the corporate
budget.
pecifically recalls Runyan pounded the table to
indicate at arey or Tenet forcefully conveyed this message.
I
js ays that these kinds of exhortations are made all the
time-support the President's budget while answering all
Congressional questions completely. This is not a novel message,
and was not a ''big deal" at the time.
. 107. (U I I AIUO)I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
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108. (UI I AIUO) OIG reviewed notes taken by a
representative from the DS&TlOTS during the 23 February 2000
DS&T staff meeting. There was no reference to any discussion of the
need to support the corporate budget or anything similar to the
·
message in the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note.
109. (UI I AIUO) OIG also reviewed notes taken during the
Friday, 25 February 2000 DCI 8:15 a.m. staff meeting. These notes
contained the following entries:
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

I

!Receiving Hill questions re: budget any info given
to Hill needS to go thru CFO to be consistent (plus up, taxes) no
direct·info·
Dave [Carey) Some offices going down with spreadsheets

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

DCI [Tenet] very angry offices had to take cuts across the board
going doWn to Hill complaining [Entry in the margin25].

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

110. (U//AIUO)
theno~:}reted
her notes as follows. The term ••taxes" meant cuts.
as
saying that she was receiving calls from Congress on u get figures
different from the approved figures and that the so\rrce of the
inaccurate figures was Agency officers in various meetings with .
~tatementso.t some
Congress. Carey affirmedj
ays that
offices were going downtown with spreadsheets
DCI Tenet appeared incredulous and commente e co
not
believe-implying that after all the meetings with offices on budget
and budget cuts shared across the board-CIA officers were acting in
that manner ''behind our backs" when there was an agreement on the
budget allocation figures that each component is to receive.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c) .

25 (U/ I AIUO) The no~ explains that ii the OCI responds to something ·
said by a principal at the mee~'s comment to the left margin next to the
speaker's name.
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111. (UI I AIDO) /
/notes taken during the Monday,
28 February 2000 DCI 8:15 a.m. staff meeting contain the following

entries:
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

/

.

~udget roll~ut staffers (Fri) Newcomb

reangnmem or ds, have to go down follow-up. May lead to
new restrictions.
Dave [Carey] talked to DDs [Deputy Directors] about it (budget
cuts) [Entry in-the margin]
(b)(3)

112. (UI I AIUO) llstat~was apparently
_(b)(?)(c)
reporting the events on ~eding ~' 25 February, when
HPSCI staff member Tom Newcomb expressed concern about CIA

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

reprogramming funds. According tq
rterpretation of her
notes in the marginJ
~omment led Carey to say that he had
· spoken to the Deputy Directors about budget cuts, seemingly in
reference to the comments made by the DCI on 25 February 2000
(above).26

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

113. (U I IAIUO)I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

1

!states that she has never heard any
guidance provided at the DCI Staff meetings that could be
interpreted
at internal taxes should not be discussed with
Congress.27
ays that the guidance regarding taxes came
only fro
d it was that she c t CIA employees
taking erroneous numbers to Congress.
as never heard
anything to suggest that an Agency emp oyee s ould not raise the
issues with Congressional staffers "even if prodded." It was
~pression that the guidance was not to avoid going to
Congress, but rather to first check with the CFO.

(U // AIDO) According to ~Carey would have had to hold this discussion with the
Deputy Directors betweefl the~on of Friday's 8:15 a.m. meeting and the beginning of
Monday's meeting.
27 (U// AIUO)~ served as the OUef of the I
August
1999, and she~ primary notetaker for these meetings thiOugt\Out thiS period.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

26

fince
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
114. (U I I AIUO~
Icould not
(b)(7)(c)
. locate any notes from e DC! Staff meetirigS for the period of
22 through 28 February 2000.f
!does not remember either OCI
Tenet or Carey expressing anger or frustration at the morning staff
meejg . .She
not remember Tenet or Carey pounding on a
table.
remembers Tenet urging proper coordination with
(b)(3)
the CFO and QCA. That is, resource information given to.Congress
(b)(7)(c)
that some
should be vetted with the CFO's office. I
documents went to Congress before they were reviewed for accuracy
I th CF~I
Carey saying "in stronger terms'' that ' (b)(3)
as being too polite when she requested the information
(b)(7)(c)
o components and urging that the matters should be properly
' coordinated with the CFO.

joes

recalls

:y

recalls

115. (U I I AIUO) Carey reciills being approached by Isham on
17 March 2000, the day after they attended the HPSCI budget
hearing. Isham informed Carey that she had identified the
memorandt.im referenced by Goss as being a Lotus Note emanating
from DS&T. Carey under5tands that upon Isham's return to the
office following the hearing, Ish~ described the Lotus Note to
members of her staff. Based on Isham's description,~
produced the Lotus Note which had been created bi _ _ j Carey
requested a copy of the Lotus Note from Runyan, and Runyan
forwarded a copy electronically on 17 March.28 In forwarding the
Lotus Note to Carey, with a copy to Isham, Runyan included the

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

follo~g note:

Dave, here is the note we sent out that was most likely the note
mentioned to you in your hearing yesterday. As I said, the intent
was·to ensure that our folks in the DS&T were not compounding an
issue by discussing "taxes" with visitors to sites etc (sic). I had
asked that something be said to our office plans chiefs to remind
them of their responsibility. The note was sent from our S&T plans
28 (UII AIUO) OIG obtained a copy of this e-mail message in ~of this investigation. It
contained the "To" and "cc" (carbon copy) addressees, includinL_j but did not include
Runyan, who received a ''bee" (blind carbon copy). OIG has not been able to determine how tht
· •bee: ]mnes L Runytm" was removed from this e-mail message.
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chief to the office plan chiefs (sic) and was not for broad
distribution, but I have no idea if it was forwarded broadly out of
.
the offices. Jim.29

116. (U I I AIUO) Carey states that Isham told him on the day
· · after the HPSCI hearing that Runyan told her of the Lotus Note.
Carey emphasizes that Isham did not tell him that Runyan had seen
the Lotus Note prior to ·the HPSCI hearing or that Runyan had
·
commissioned it. Carey states that he did not know that Runyan had
seen the Lotus Note contemporaneous with its creation until his OIG
interview on 11 July 2000.
·
117. (UI I AIUO) Runyan states that he is not certain about
what specifically prompted him to forwarq
!Lotus Note to
Carey on Friday, 17 March 2000. Runyan explains that, on the
evening of 16 March, Isham acknowledged .t hat the DS&T was
probably the source of the message quoted by HPSQ Chairman
Por~er Goss at the HPSCI hearing. Runyan explains that it "just made
sense" for him to send the Lotus Note to Carey. Based em a review of
DS&T office records, Runyan is reminded that Isham was out of the
building the morning of 17 March, and the customary 8:15 a.in. OCI
staff meeting was canceled that day. Runyan is further reminded by .
the office records that he had a breakfast meeting in Headquarters
with four officials, including ExDir Carey, at 8:00 on 17 March. Upon
reflection and recognition of the significance of the words from his
Lotus Note to Carey,.HAs I said," Runyan reasoned that there may
have been a personal conversation or phone call·between Car~y and
him prior to Runyan's transmission of the Lotus Note to Carey..
Runyan says he may have told Carey that he would send the Lotus
Note to him.
. 118. (U I I ~0) Rlyan states he is readily aware he was an
original recipient o
Lotus Note. However, prior to the
involvement of the Inspector General in this matter, he had not
focused on the fact that he was a blind carbon copy (bee) recipient of
29 (U I I AIUO) The date of the Lo~ Note was 17 March 2000 at 11:09 a.m.
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the note; Runyan says he does not know w~bcc: ]ames L.
Runyan" line did not appear on the·copy o(____J Lotus Note that
he forwarded to Carey on 17 March 2000. Runyan says he thinks he
·would recall if he removed that line before he forwardei
~ote
to Carey. He recognizes that it would take a conscious ort to edit
out or remove that line, and Runyan says that would cause him to
remember it if he had taken su~ a step. Runyan e;,plains that his
sole goal was to get the Lotus Note into Carey's hands. Runyan adds
that he had no re~n to remove the line listing him as an addressee.
He does not think he- needed to remove his name from the
[LOtus Note. In sum, Runyan stated that "there
distribution o~
is zero chance" that he removed that line. Runyan is emphatic that he
did not remove the "bee" line.
119. (UI I AIUO) Runyan states that he does not know
specifically how and when Carey came to learn that Runyan had
been an orieinal addressee of the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note of

I

I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

120. (C) Upon a review of the 25 February LOtus Note, Carey
says he considered its .content as "outrageous." Carey spoke with
Isham and Runyan about how it was created. According to Carey's
understanding, the note was inspired by one or more of the 8:15
. morning staff meetings. It stemmed from the fact that Congressional ·
(b )(1)
and staff delegations had traveled to Field Stations[
[
(b)(3)
I
ICarey explains that the Stations had received
instructions to which the CFO was not privy, and Station officers
commented regarding their Station's budgets to the visiting
Congressional delegations. A "disconnect" arose, according to C~ey,
from the fact that the budget data cited by the Stations was not
reflected in the figures available to the rest of Agency managers via
the CFO, and from the fact that Station personnel opined on the
causes of their financial troubles. Runyan carried the message back
to his Directorate from the staff meetings that officers should not
extrapolate on what they do not know. Only the Comptroller has
authority to speak on a broad scale.
·
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121. (UI I AIUO) Carey explains that the discussions at the
8:15 a.m. DCI staff meetings and elsewhere focused on the need for
employees to avoid generalizations and speculation regarding taxes
or other budget matters beyond their personal knowledge.
According to Carey, questions pertaining to a Station budget, for
example, should be answered directly by the COS, hut questions
asked of that saine COS regarding DO or CIA budget issues should
be referred to the CFO. The issue was not how much information on
taxes should, or should not, be shared with Congress, but rather that
individual employees should not attempt to answer questions
beyond their direct knowledge .

.----1___,22. (UI I AIUO) Carey believes that the Lotus Note was
I
~terpretation of what she heard from Isham or Runyan
Carey says that "apparent!~
~mbellished what
Runyan told her." Carey states that Runyan told him th~
r·telt
badly about what had happened." Carey was unequivocal that he
did not want any followMup actions regarding the Lotus Note which
may appear to be retribution for creating the Lotus Note or to the
person who passed it to John Millis, the thenMHPSCI Staff Director.
123. ftlL-L_AlpO) Carey believes the addressees to the LOtus
Note we~bordinate Plans Officers in th~ DS&T divisions.
He did not ask who was the highest level official who received the
Lotus Note. Carey says he did not know prioT to OTG's interview
with him that Runyan was on distribution of the Lotus Note.30
124. (U I I AIUO) After reviewing the notes of the 8:15 a.m.
DCI Staff meetings for 25 and 28 February 2000, including the entry
''Dave [Carey]- some offices gomg down w /spreadsheets," Carey
recalls the issue at the 25 February meeting to be related more to CIA
officers talking with staff delegations in the field than going up to
30 {U// AIUO) As reported previously, the distribution line "bet:: james L Runyan• did not
appear on the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note that Runyan forwarded to Carey. The interview with
Carey was conducted on 11 July 2000.
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Capitol Hill. With respect to the marginal note in the handwritten
minutes "DCI very angry offices had to take cuts across the board
going down to Hill complaining," Carey responds that the notation
that OCI Tenet was very angry is misleading. Carey observes that
the OCI 'being exercised is normal operating procedure."

125. (U I I AIUO) Carey explains that he had not remembered
the issue in the context described in the notes of the meeting. He ·
says that there ha4 been a number of conversations since February
with SSO and the HPSCI regarding DO Stations talking about the
reduction of operations funds. Carey explains that there was a
''disconnect" because the budgetary figures in the hands of Congress
did not correlate with the information maintained at Headquarters.
the
To avoid offices going to Congress to plead their own case,_
Agency leadership supported the position that the CFO was the one
definitive source of information on budget matters.
. 126. (U I I AIUO) Carey reviewed the notes from the
28 February 2000 DCI morning staff-meeting which contained the
marginal note, "Dave talked to DDs [Deputy Directors] about it
[budget cuts]." Carey believes that he met with Deputy Directors on
25 February 2000, probably after the 8:15 a.m. staff meeting and prior
to the budget roll-out briefings that began mid-morning. His
calendar for that date does not reflect any scheduled meeting with
the Deputy DirectorS. Carey does not remember what guidance he
provided to the Deputy Directors at this meeting nor who
represented the OS&T during the meeting.31

31 (U/ 1AIUO) According to the notes of the 8:15a.m. meeting which apparently immediately
preceded this meeting, the DS&T was represented by Runyan. · Runyan recalls he attended the
8:15 a.m. meeting.
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DID THE 25 FEBRUARY 2000 GWDANCE CONFUCI WI7B CIA'S
OBUGATIONS AND POUCY IN DEALING WITH CONGRESS?

127. (U I I AIUO) Senior Agency officers agree that Agency
practice at the time the 25 February Lotus Note was issued called for
individual officers to coordinate or to refer Congressional questions
concerning budget matters, including internal taxes, to the CFO or
Comptroller before responding. As discussed,32 they explain the
intent of this policy was to provide accurate information to Congress
and to explain resource decisions in the context of the Agency as a
whole. These officers state that-this practice was not meant to
withhold information from Congress, but rather it limited who was
permitted to anSwer a Congressional query. According to Executive
Director Carey, in the DO, only the ADDOIRPP had a sufficiently
broad perspective to answer tax and resource questions. This
practice did not mean that a Congressioital query would go
unanswered. As explained by one senior officer, it is a prerogative of
the Executive Branch to make such designations.33
128. (UI I AIUO) ExDir Carey says the statements in the
25 February Lotus Note that CIA taxes are an internal issue and the _
subject of taxes is out of bounds for discussion with Congressional
staff are absolutely not accurate. Carey says he has never heard nor
provided any guidance to this effect. Carey describes as "nonsense"
the statement in the note that taxes often reflect poorly on Agency
performance in planning, managing, and executing programs. Carey

32 (U) See the section entitled "Senior Officers' Views on Agency Practice Concerning 'Taxes,'"
paragraphs 46-60.
33 (l] 1I AIUO) By statute, CIA is required to provide "full and complete information" to
Congress." Agency regulatiom further provide that no Agency employee will respond to a
request for information, including requests from Congressional committees, until authorized to
do so by the General Counsel. 32 C.F.R. Section 1905 provides the same guidance, and authorizes
CIA officials to delegate their authority to subordinate officials. The assignment of the CFO as the
"principal interface" with Congress on budget matters appears to be such a delegation. This
subject is discussed in greater detail in the section of this Report entitled ''What are CIA's
responsibilities in dealing with Congress?," paragraphs 23-28.
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further states that he has neither heard nor provided guidance that
CIA personnel should not discuss the issue of taxes with
Congressional staff members even if prodded.
129. (U I I AIUO) DDS&T Isham says it is not correct to say
that OA regards the subject of internal taxes as out of bounds for
discussion with Congressional staff. Isham says taxes are no.t an
internal matter and an open dialogue is needed with Congress.
Individual office~, however, do not always know the whole story at
the Directorate level. Isham further disagrees with the statement that
internal taxes often reflect poorly on Agency performance in
planriing, managing, and executing programs. Finally, Isham says
the statement that Agency personnel should not discuss taxes with
staff members, even if prodded, is absolutely untrue.
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
I

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

- 130. (U I I AIUO) I
~escn~be5 February - (b)(3)
2000 Lotus Note as a poor Choice of words.
ays the subiect
(b)(?)(c)
of taxes is not out of bounds for discussion Wl
ongress.l
I (b)(3)
explains, however, that the Agency has a responsibility to assure the (b)(7)(c)
integrity and accuracy of the information that is passed to Congress. Regr~
Note's statement that OA taxes are an internal
issue
otes the DCI has the authority to reprogram funds
wit:hiil gw e es, and reprogramming notifications are done within
the required thresholds. !
~ays that, nonetheless, whenever
(b)(3)
questioned about a reprogramming by Congress, the Agency
provides the information.
(b)(7)(c)

the;tus

131. (U I I AIUO) -Regarding the point in the 25 February Lotus
Note that internal taxes often reflect poorly on A enc erformance
in planning; managing, and executing programs
sa s this is
poorly written but reflects the state of the Agency.
xplains
(b)( 3)
that if a program has been proposed without funds or operations
and maintenance, it is an example of poor planning. Concerning the (b)(7)(c)
point in the Lotus Note that corporate taxes erode program dollars
and top line gains and Agency p~ould not raise the issue
with Congress "even if prodded,'L___fys she does not believe ,
48
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

L___-.----"'m~e...,an~t not to talk to Conp-ess. However~lis not sure

wha~

!specifically meant.L_
~omme~while the
Lotus Note reflected poor terminology, overall its con:tent was
acceptable guidance except for the statements about taxes being "out
of bounds" for discussions and c
. e.on not to discuss taxes
the Agency has never had
"even if prodded." According t ·
a policy of not talking to Congress.
· er, the policy is that there
should be coor~ the Comptroller or CFO first on
.
resources matters .. L__j>pined that the impact of the language in
the Lotus Note is still a factor in CIA's relationship with Congress. .
She expects CIA to be under a spotlight for a year or so to come until
CIA can regain the confidence of the oversight.cominittees.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

132. (U I I AIUO)I
Isays she regards the
(b)(3)
statement ~tus Note tfult CIA tax"es often reflect poorly on
(b)(7)(c)
Agency performance in planning, managing, and execution
programs as a~tement since the Agency has dony poori~b in
(b)(3) .
"closing bills."l______Jliso says the second·paragraph of
(b)(7)(c)
25 February Lotus Note generally is an accurate reflection of the
views of the CFO's office. (This paragraph, as shown in Exhibit B,
says the Agency does not consider internal taxes a matter to which
· the Agency would wish to draw Congressional attention and says·
the subject is out of bounds for discussion with the oversight
~tates thatl
125 February (b)(3(b)(3)
committees or staff members.) I
(b)(7(b)(7)(c)
Lotus Note was not "unusual," but the language was inappropriate.
I
Isays the question of whether there are intelnal taxes is not a
subject that is out of bounds for discussion with Congress~ However,
internal management discussions about taxes generally are
considered out of bounds for discUssion with Congress. Once
decisions about taxes are made, however, the information is shared
with Congress, as appropriate and consistent with reprogramming
guidelines.
says the 25 February
133. (UI I AIUO
2000 Lotus Note is understandable to him, but he wishes the author,
I
jhad said it differently. Acc·o rding t~
lt he
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c) .

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

phrase "out of bounds for discussion" could have been better
explained as being more appropriate for the Comptroller's Office or
senior resource managers to discuss·. Individual officers or program
(b)(3)
managers do not know the context regarding taxes and are not the
(b)(7)(c)
oroner ,rsons to answer such questions, according t<1
I
_ does not read the Lotus Note as an instructio'-n-to_ _ ___,
"stonewall" Congress.·
134. CUI /AJIJO)
(b)(3),h '{3)
descri~
Febo--r-uary
-----=2oo=-=.=-o-=-Lo-tus
---=N
:-:::o-te_ as_"_u nt
_ orbm
- -:- Iv
I (b)(7)~)<7)(c)
phrased" and open to being read in different ways. As I
I
Isays she was not aware of similar : e guidance ing
issued during her tenure as I
~ys it is not (b)(3)
true that CIA taxes are an internal issue, and s e describes as "very (b)(7)(c)
unfortunate" the statement that internal taxes are out of bounds for
discussion ~th Congress. In regard to taxes reflecting poorly on
Agency performance~
fa-ys that the level and timing of
(b)(3)
Agen
. cy operating adjustments reflect poorly on CIA's ability to
(b)(7)(c)
properly budget for activities. However~ ""
~tates that all
government _agencies function under operating year adjustments
because a budget formulation made 18 months earlier cannot
accurately predict all spending requirements·.

125

. 135. (U I I AIUO) ADDO for Resources, Plans and Policy

1.------,lsays that at no time w~r tol~wer a question
asked by Congress. HoweverL___jsay(____j.otus Note was
not far off the mark. I
!statement that taxes are an internal
. Agency matter, and the Hill should not be involved, was part of the
attitude of the Agency. !
!believes, however, tha~
I
instruction not to discuss taxes "eyen if prodded" was a poor choice
of words.

urII

I

lsupervisotj

I the

136.
AIUO)
says
guidance ·
~otus Note not to discuss the·issue of internal
taxes directly with Congressional staff members "even if prodded" is
wrong and unforhmate guidance. Regarding the statement that CIA
50
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regards internal taxes as "out of bounds" for discussion with the
~ys he believes this means there
oversight committees or staff,J
.
should nol be an) special.pleadings to C~ngress ~y Agency
personnel.
ays he mterpreted the mstructi.on as meaning that
an Agency officer should talk only about his or her program, and not
the programs of others.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)
(b)(3)
· (b)(?)(c)

D~

!sUPERVISORS RECOGNIZE THE POSSIBLE
MISINrERPREA110N, OF TilE GIHDANCE CONTAINED IN THE 25 FEBRUARY
2000 LOTUS NOTES E-MAIL AND TAKE ANY ACTION TO CORR£CI' n7

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

137. (U I I AIUO)I
~st ~d second line
supervisors were recipients of her 25 February 2000 Lotus Note to the
DS&T office Chiefs of Plans. 34 D
states that because the Lotus
Note was address~ Plans Chiefs in the DS&T, he did not read
it closely. He readL__j Lotus Note in a different fashion .than
Congress may have interpreted it. He states that when·he reread it
after the 16 March 2000 HPSCI hearing, he understood why Congress
Iexplains that if he read it as ·a n outsider, he
was disturbed. I
would have been left with the impression that CIA had instructed its
officers not to discuss the financial health of their programs with
·
Congress.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

138. (U I I AIUO) ~tates that his decision to not disavow
or specifically correcc = ]Lotus Note was based on his
assumption that it had stayed within the narrow confines of its
written distribution, what he considered a small and knowledgeable
audience who would put it in context. He explains that he did not
specifically rescind the note because he did not view it as formal
I
policy. Moreover, he did not wish to appear to undermin~
publicly, especially because of his view that no malice or malfeasance
was intended or recommended. Additionally, the recipients of the
~o heard ~ubsequent guidance from more senior officers.
L___fontends that although he did not subsequently issue a written

(b)(3)

34 (U11AIUO) As stated earlieC} an SIS-04 officer, and Runyan is a DISES-05 officer.
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correction t~
Ispecific note, he did point out to DS&T Plans
Officers, the Planning and Resource Staff, and to the DS&T Board of
Directors at various times and in various forums~ avoid
uncoordinated special pleadings with Congress. L_______htstructed
these officers to never sacrifice ho~esty or candor in their interface
with Congress.

to

139. (U I I AIUO) Runyan states that he read the Lotus Note
within 24 hours o( its issuance and it did not raise any particular
"flags" with him. Nevertheless, according to Runyan, the guidance
that he passed tc=Jwas more general than the text of the Lotus
~ote did not contain the
Note, and he cannot explain wh~
guidance he reported .t o her.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3) .
{~~{?~(c)
(b)(7)(c)

140. (UI I AIUO) Asked if he had any concern that he was the
highest level Agency officer to see the Lotus Note and had a chance
to correct it, but did not, Runyan says if he had thought it would be a
problem, he would have done ~mething. However, he read the
Lotus Note differently, and not as an instruction to stonewall or be
less than complete. Runyan says that on a "cold reading," the Lotus
Note could be read as intending to give direction to withhold
information from Congress.
141. (UI I ~0) Ask~ if Runyan had a responsibility to
correct the record if
ote were inaccurate, Isham responded
~afted many Lotus Notes e-mail messages. Isham
observes that she does not know how many e-mail messages a busy
executive can correct.

tha1

142. (UI I ~0) , e n Carey was asked if he would have
expected Runyan o
o correct the record when they initially
saw that the Lotus .N ote contained erroneous guidance, Carey
responded "absolutely." Carey adds that he left it to the discretion of
Isham and Runyan to take any corrective action they felt necessary
with the few addressees of the Lotus Note.
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WHAT DID THE CIA EXEC1171VE DIRECI'OR SAY TO CONGRESS ON 16 AND
23 MARCH 2000 ABOUT AGENCY POUCY ON DISCUSSIONS OF INTERNAL
TAXES Wim CONGRESS?

143. (UI I AIUO) The HPSCI Hearing. During the 16 March
2000 budget hearing ·o n CIA's FY2001 Program, the following
relevant exchange occurred among~ Goss, Congresswoman
Heather Wilson, and ExDir Carey.35 It is the only instance during the
transcript when C~ey testified regarding the content of .the Lotus
Note:
The Chairman: Ms. Wilson
Mrs. Wilson: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wasn't here to hear your
opening statement, but I have just read it, and lwould like to know
what your reply is specifically. I assume this is a memo that has
been quoted from. Have you heard of that? Have any of.you
heard of or seen that?

Mr. Carey: I have not. I don't know what memo the Chainnan is
quoting. It is not any that I have written or am familiar with.
Mrs. Wilson: Anybody here in this room know anything about
taxing?

Mr. Carey: No. I thought you were referring to the memo that
sciidThe Chairman: The specific quuti!S.
Mr. Carey: There were specific quotes that had to do with not
sharing information. With regard to taxing, let me explain, what I
said in my opening statement is we are trying to invest for the
· future, that is the nature of the Strategic Direction program, as well
as continue current operations. We try to do both with equal
energy and. commitment. That requires a constant series of

35 CS'I OIG review~ the transcript of~ 16 March 2000 h~g and confirmed that portions of
February 2000 Lotus Note were quoted by Chairman Goss.
.

I
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reassessments and reestablishing priorities. That gives rise to so.
called unfundeds, not a very helpful tenn. But inasmuch as those Mrs. Wilson: My time is limited, as you know, and I would like to
get a direct answer to this question.

Mr. Carey: I am trying.
Mrs. Wilson: I don't think it is out of lin~ to ask. "The CIA regards
this subject matter as out of bounds for discussion with our
oommittees." Also, CIA taxes are an internal issue and on~ that
often reflects poorly on Agency performance in planning and
executing our programs. Is that news to everyone in this room?

Mr. Carey: Yes.

Mrs. Wilson: Ms. Dempsey?
Ms. Dempsey: Yes. I was not aware of that quote before I walked
in and heard the Chainnan say it.
The Chairman: Will the gentlewoman yield?

Mrs. Wilson: Yes, sir.
The Chairman: Just let me ask then, is that the policy?

: Mr~· Carey: No.

The Chairman: Good. I yield back.

144. (U) The Executive [)irector's Congressional Letters of
23 March 2000. ExDir Carey sent letters to Representatives Goss,
. Julian Dixon, Nancy Pelosi, Norman Sisisky, Sandford Bishop, and
Heather Wilson responding to issues and questions raised at the
16 March 2000 hearing on the CIA's FY2001 Program. Carey also
sent a letter to then-SSCI Staff Director Nicholas Rostow. The seven
letters differed in their specific content because each addressed
individual issues raised by the member during the 16 March hearing.
However, all the letters addressed the subject of the Lotus Note and .
54
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Agency policy in speaking with Congress. A summary of the
statements Carey made to the HPSCI members concerning this
subject is detailed in the box ''Excerpts of Executive Director Carey's
Letters to HPSCI Members and SSCI Staff."
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Excerpts of Executive Director-Carey's Letters to
HPSCI Members and SSCI Staff

On 23 March 2000, Carey sent letters to six HPSCI Members and
· then-SSCI Staff Director Rostow addressing the 25 February 2000
Lotus Note and Agency policy on candor with Congress. Excerpts of
this co~espondence follow:
(U) To Chairinan Goss: I assure you that I take with the utmost seriousness
your opening remarks at the hearing concerning the perceived lack of candor
and forthrightness of CIA officers in working with the Committee Members and
Staff. Although I was not aware of the internal CIA note referenced in your
opening remarks, I have subsequently obtained a copy and have been able to
review it. Let me say emphatically that the note does not accurately articulate
our policy on dealing with Congress. Quite the opposite; taken literally it is in
contradiction to our policy. Clearly, however, that policy is not as well
understood within the Agency as it should be. I will take immediate action to
redress that situation by publicizing both here and in the field the need for .
candor, completeness, correctness, and consistency to characterize all our
dealings with Congress. [Emphasis added.]36 ·
(U) To Ranking Member Dixon: Finally, I want to let you know that I

personally take with the utmost seriousness the Chairman's opening remarks
concerning the perceived lack of candor and forthrightness of CIA officers in
working with Cotrunittee Members and Staff. It is our policy to ensure that we
provide the information, visibility, and access necessary to accomplish your
oversight responsibilities. Clearly from the Chairman's remarks this policy is not
as well understood within the Agency as it needs to be. I will take steps
immediately to communicate to all CIA employees that candor, completeness, .
correctness, and consistency must characterize all our dealings with Congress.
(U) To Representatives Bishop, Pelosi, Sisisky, and Wilson: Finally, I want to
let you know that I personally take with the utmost seriousness the Chairman~s
opening remarkS concerning the perceived lack of candor and forthrightness of
CIA 'officers in working with Committee Members and Staff. Oearly, however,

36 (U) Goss and Dixon received copies of the letters sent to the other four'members.
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that policy is not as well understood within the Agency as it should be. I will
take immediate action to redress that situation by publicizing both here and in
the field the need for candor, completeness, correctness, and consistency to
characterize all our dealings with Congress. To that end, it is our37 policy that
all requests for budget-related information be coordinated through our Chief
· Finandal Officer, who is best positioned to ensure that all budget-related
information is accurate and reflects our broad corporate priorities. [Emphasis
added.]
(U) To then-SSO Staff Director Rostow: Mr. GOss made reference to an
internal.CIA note indicating that certain budgetary information relating to
intemal OA "taxes" should not be shared by individual Agency employees
with the Committees. Neither I nor any member of my senior management
team was aware of this note prior to the hearing. Subsequent to the hearing, I
was able to obtain the email the Chairman quoted (attached). I emphatically
underscore that the note does not accurately articulate our policy on dealing
with Congress. Clearly, however, our policy is not as well understood as it
should be. I will take immediate action to ensure that all CIA employees, both ·
here and in the field, understand that candor, completeness, correctness, and
consistency must characterize all our dealings With Congress.38 [Emphasis
added.]

145. (U I I AIDO) Isham says she offered to see G<?ss in regard
td
!Lotus Note, and she volunteered to write a letter to clarify
the Agency's policies.39 Carey responded that he had decided to
send a "global'.' response to the Hill following the 16 March hearing.
Isham offered to provide text, but in the end, she did not provide
anything. ·
146. (U I I AIUO) Isham recalls either seeing the letter to
Rostow or seeing a package of letters from Carey to the Hill
following the 16 March 2000 hearing that would have included the

37 (U) The letters to Representatives Bishop and Wilson from Carey use the word "my" policy
instead of "our" policy.
38 (U) The Minority Staff Director at the SSCI, Al Cumming was listed as a carbon copy
i-edpient of the letter to R06tow.
·
39 (U/ 1AIUO) Isham served a:s Din!ctor of Congressional Affairs from1994 to 1996.
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Rostow letter. The text of the letter to Rostow (see Exhibit C) looked
familiar to her. Isham does not recall if she saw the letters in advance
of sending them, but certainly saw them afterwards.
·
147. · (UI I AIUO) Runyan believes the first time he saw the
23 March 2000 letter from Carey to Rostow was when OIG
investigators showed itt~ him during his 10 May 2000 interview.
Runyan says if Isham were present in the office, the letter would
have been routed ~o her. Runyan.does not recall if he saw it in March
2000.
.

~ who was Runyan's Executive
148. (Cj
Assistant at the time, recallS the packet of letters coming to him in the
.review process. Durin~view~
recognized that the
letter to Rostow bonL______jLotus Note as an attachment. I
I
explains that it disturbed him that CIA was needlessly providing a
ess as a "smoking gun." He
copy of the ~ote to~on
approached L_jabout it.
· dicated that he had seen some of
the letters in an earlier dr
ormat, but had not known that a copy of
I
!Lotus Note was being sent 'in aletter to Congress.
.
ls ays he approached
149. (C) On the following dayj
Runyan about the letter to Rostow with the Lotus Note and
questioned wh)
!Lotus Note was being attached ~d sent to
Rostowl
[recalls
an did not offer much of a
response to his question.
ha th · pression that Runyan
was signaling that it was none o
usiness~
[recalls
Runyan's response was somethirig e were looking at this" or
"we're dealing with this.'i
Isensed that he may have
overstepped his
d did not pursue the issue further with his
senior, Runyan.
dds that the packet was not at hand at the
time. However, ase on Runyan's response to him, it was very
eVident that Rjrityan had seen the packet and knew precisely the
issu~
}vas raising-othe~ Runyan would have told him
so.

o.·
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150. (UI I AIUO)O

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

states that he had seen Carey's letter to
Ros;r
internal coordination. He understood that Carey
task
·th prep~g response letters to the members of the
HPSC . e explains that the draft letter he saw was a "generic copy
for negative coordination." That is, when he reviewed it he would
only respond to the drafter if there was a disagreement with the text.
The cooy of the draft letter he reviewed dicJ not include a copy of
I
~otus Note, although it was probably in the packet he
.
received. He le~ed later that a copy of the Lotus N~ .w as sent
with Rostow's letter. I
provided a copy ofl
~tus Note to
I
Ithe day after the HPSCI hearing.

:uring

151. (UI I AIUO~
Ia program analyst in the Office
of the Comptroller, was tasked to prepare testimony for Carey before
the HPSCI which was held on 16 March 2000. During the hearing,
there were questions or comments that the HPSCI members posed
about various aspects of the Agency's budget and operations that
were not fully addressed due to time constr~ other
limitations. Within two days of the hearingL__Jearned that
Carey had decided to respond to select questions or comments made
by the members. The plan was to prepare letters in response to the
questions or comments n:tade by the specific HPSCI member at the
hearing. Included in the letter to the HPSCI member would be
comments regarding the inaccuracy of the guidance quotedJn the
LotusNote..

152. (U I I AIUO) According to I
~e notes taken by two
OA officers during the hearing were reviewed to identify the.
appropriate questions and comments from HPSCI members for
response. Carey played the principal r9le in selecting which
members and which questions to address. Next, the questions or
·comments were referred out to the respective Directorate referents
for the .appropriate response in the same manner used for qu~tions
for the record. When the responses were received from the
Directorates~
Jth.en fashioned the first ~aft of letters to the
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members identified by Carey to receive responses~n::t draft
underwent the normal review process in the Offic~-- ·
Comptroller and the CFO's office before going to Carey for signature.
153. (U I I AIUO) In order to respond to the comments and
questions regarding candor with Congressj
Fonducted an
onlin~ search for Agency materials available that ~ddressed Agency
policy on dealing with Congress. He reviewed copies of "What's
News at CIA," wo~ldwide Stations and Bases cables, Agency Notices
and obtained a brochure from OCA.
154. (U I I AIUO) In reviewing the letter signed by Carey to
.
Chairman Goss dated 23 March 2000~
~ys he initiated the first
draft of this letter. He says the language in paragraph two of the
·
letter must have been added during the review process . .Specifically,
he had no role in the drafting of the portion of the paragraph that
contains the sentence, ''Although I was not aware of the internal CIA
note referenced your opening remarks, I have subsequently
obtained a copy and have been able to review it."

m

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

155. (UI I AIUO) With respect to the letter to Ranking Member
Julian Dixonr - Jexplains that each letter was customized to ·
the specmcconcems cited by a member during the hearing.
bserves that .t he Janguage alluding to the Lotus Note was
t between the Goss and Dixon letters and adds that he does
not know how the customization process occurred regarding the
Lotus Note issue. He believes the language in the letters to the nonleadership members of the HPSCI was more standardized, but
cautioned not to suspect·any "evil intent" if there was a difference.
~xplains it was easy to understand how some language may
"----=-h-av
_e_ch
__, anged during the staffing process in the rush to get the letters
sent to the HPSCI addressees.

Q
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

. 156. (U I I AIUO) I
~as asked about the particular
language appearing in a portion of the letter from Carey to
Representative Heather Wilson of the HPSCI. That language was:
To that end, it is my policy that all requests for budget-related
information be coordinated through our Chief Financial Officer,
who is best positioned to ensure that all budget-related information
is accurate and reflects our broad corporate priorities.·

cu

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

responds that thiS is the, accurate policy of
accurate before and after the 16 March 2000 hearing.
xplains
that the intent of the policy is to defer questions on taxes to e CFO,
explaining that those CIA employees outside of the CFO's office do
not have the complete picture.
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

157. (UI I AIUO) I
Ireviewed a copy of the 23 March letter
from Carey to Rostow, and states that despite the fact that his name
appears on the originating office line of the.,e :~this letter as
(b)(3)
the author, he had never seen it previously.40
ays he is
(b)(7)(c) .
unfamiliar with Rostow's name and position m e
I, and he is
certain that Rostow was not on the original list of those who were
going to receive letters from the ExDir. He is confident that it would
only have been assigned if Cjev adeed it to the list of letters to go to
the Intelligence Committees.
ssumes the Rostow letter was
drafted by someone in the CFO front office who drew the
information from the source material contained in the other draft

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

memorand~

~ad ru;~embled and then cut and pasted material

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

158. (U I I AIUO)I Istates that he does not know of any
discussion regarding th~nce of providing a copy of the
25 ~ebruary Lotus Note to Dixon or any other member of the HPSCI.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

40 (l)/ I AIUO) The originating office line on the file copy appears "'CI/CFO

from the other letters, including the originating office line.

(20MaiOO)."

L _ __ __
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He assumes the reason that it was not sent as an attachment to the
letter to Goss was the recognition that he already had a copy of it that
. he cited during the hearing.
159. (U I I AIUO) Carey explains that on the day after the
hearing, he received a telephone call from AI Ctlll\II\irig of the SSCI
staff whom Carey said he has known for a long time.41 .Cumming
asked Carey about the Lotus Note issue from the HPSCI hearing, and
it appeared evider,tt to Carey that John Millis had briefed the staffs of
SSO and probably the HAC about the matter,- Carey says he called
Rostow to inform him of the matter and the.circumstances
· surrounding the Lotus Note. Carey fonnd Rostow to be somewhat
familiar with the controversy. Rostow claimed that he had not seen
the Lotus Note and requested that Carey forward a statement about
the issue and include a copy of the Lotus Note. Carey then drafted
the letter to Rostow himself and included a copy of the Lotus Note as
requested. Carey obtained a copy of the Lotus Note forwarded to
him by Runyan.42
WAS THE ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S 23 MARCH 2000 LFITER TO THE SSCI
STAFF DIRECTOR ACCURATE?

160. (UI /AIUO) As discussed in the introduction of this
report, this investigation arose from an allegation brought to the
Inspector General that ExDir Carey provided false and misleading
information in his 23 March 2000 letter to Rostow. There is no
indication that the source of this allegation had access to the·six

41 {U11 AIUO) SSCI staff member Al Cumming appears on the Rostow letter as a recipient of a
copy of the letter.
42 {U I I AIUO) The copy of the Lotus Note that accompanied the Rostow letter con~inod n n lox+ I
in the fnllowDjtg fields: "Memorandum For" [nine Plans Officers in the DS&Tl; "From,'-=
· ::-=::-=--- - ' ·
~ and "Office" [ODDSr}. The lines for
seven other DS&T
officers]; and "bee" Dames L Runyan} were also absent.
.
·

I

"eel
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letters to HPSCI members. The specific information the source
alleged to be inaccurate concerned the statements in the letter to
Rostowthat
Mr. Goss made reference to an internal CIA note indicating that
certain budgetary information relating to internal CIA "taxes" .
should not be shared by individual Agency employees with the
Committees. Neither I nor any member of my senior manag~ent ·
team was aware of this note {the 25 February Lotus Note] prior to
the hearing . • .
·
I emphatically underscore that the note does n~t accurately
articulate our policy on dealing with Congress. 43

(b)(3)

161. (UI I AIUO) Defining ''the Senior Management Team."
There is no formal body in CIA known as the Del's or the Ex~
"senior management team." According to Agency Regulation L__j
the CIA Executive Board consists of the DCI and the DDCI (both ex
officio), the Executive Director, the Deputy Executive·Director, and
the Deputy Directors for Administration, Intelligence, O p e r D
and Science and Technology.-" According to Agency Notice
the DCI personally selects the Executive Director, Deputy Execu ve
Director, the Deputy Directors, the Associate Deputy Directors, and a
limited number of other.very senior positions.
162. (U II AiUO) Views on the Accuracy·of the ·23 March 2000
Letter. ExDir Carey affirms that the information contained in the
23 March 2000 letter to Rostow was accurate at the time he drafted it
as well as currently. Carey says that when he composed the letter to
Rostow and used the term "my senior management team," he was
thinking in terms of the staff that accompanied him to the 16 March
43 (t)) Carey made es5entially the same statement in his letter to HPSCI Chaiiman Goss, saying
"Let me say emphatically that the note does not accurately articulate our policy on dealing with

Congress."
44 (U II AIUO) The Executive Board acts as an advisory body to the OCI, the DDCI and the
ExDir. The Board advises these officials on decisions affecting the Agency's mission and
functions and its relationship with the Intelligence Communit}i, the Executive Branch and the

Congress.
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HPSCI hearing. Carey believes that it is plain from the context of his
letter to Rostow, but inuch of the misunderstanding could have been
avoided if he had added the words·"then present" or "present at the
Hearing" for clarification. That group consisted of Isham, Deputy
Director for Administration Richard Calder, DOO Pavitt, and thenDeputy Director for Intelligence John McLaughlin. Carey says that
as a resitlt of their responses at the hearing and a subsequent
diScussion on the ride backto Headquarters that day~ it was clear to
Carey that no one _w ho accompanied hiln to the hearing knew about
the Lotus Note prior to the h~aring.
163. (U I I AIUO) .C~y explainS that he considers the
Associate Deputy Directors, and specifically Runyan, as part of his ·
senior management team. Carey states thete is no consistent
definition of the tenn. He adds that some have interpreted it to
include the so-called "Gang of 120" which includes 120 senior Agency
officers, including office directors. Carey says that he did not know
until interviewed by OIG that Runyan was on distribution of the
25 February Lotus Note.
164. (U I I AIUO) DDS&T Isham says there is nothing
inaccurate in the statements in Carey's·letter to Rostow that the
25 Febx:uary 2000 Lotus Notes e-mail does not accurately articulate .
CIA policy on dealing with Congress. Isham also does not believe
Carey was inaccurate in his statement that neither he nor his "senior
management team" were aware of the e-mail prior to the 16 March
hearing. Ishain says Carey is referring to "full" Deputy Directors in
the context of the letter and the hearing. Isham adds that there is not
a consistent definition of the senior management team. In all cases, it
includes the four Deputy Directors, but it can also refer to senior staff
and even to office-level personnel.
165. (U I I AIUO) ADDS&T Runyan does not recall if he saw
Carey's 23 March 2000 letter to Rostow in March 2000. Runyan
believes the first time he saw the letter was when OIG investigators
showed it to him in May 2000. Runyan believes Carey's statement in
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showed it to him in May 2000. Runyan believes Carey's statement
the letter to Rostow is accurate that the 25 February Lotus Notes
e-mail does not accurately articulate CIA policy. Runyan says
I
~otus Note was not intended to tell employees to
be less than candia with Congress. Carey's letter wanted to be clear
that Agen7 oolicv was to be candid. According to Runyan, the
purpose o
~ote was to·say that if someone were going to the .
Hill to make sure the person was in synch with the overall Agency
program. Runy~ did not read the Lotus Note as suggesting to
withhold information. Runyan considers himself part of the senior
management staff of the Agency, and he "takes it for granted" that
Carey would also consider him part of the senior management
team.45 All Associate Deputy Directors eire part of the senior
management team, states Runyan. Runyan explains that if Isham is
unavailable, he is expected to attend meetings .and her other duties in
herplace. ·

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
166. (U I I AIUO~
~d not see the 23 March
(b)(7)(c)
2000 letter to Rostow with her Lotus Note attached during the
(b)(3)
internal Agency coordination process. I
~earned of the existence
(b)(7)(c)
of the letter on 30 March 2000, and the following day, she says she
(b)(3)
went to her supervisorJ
~d told him she believed there
· (b)(7)(c)
were two false statements in Carey's letter. These were the
statements that no member of the senior management team was
aware of the e-mail prior to the 16 March HPSCI hearing, and Carey's
statement that the Lotus Note did not represent Agency policy.
(b)(3)
I
~ays she tolc=Jthat Runyan was aware of the 25 February
~b~~7)(c)
I
Lotus Note and had approved its release. According td
(b)(7)(c)
said Runyan is not part of the senior management team.

·

Isays she also tolq-'pn 31 March
167. (U I I AIUO)
that she believed Carey's statement in the RostOW!etter concerning
there being no Agency policy not to ·share internal tax information

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

45 (U // AIUO) As discussed earlier in this Repo~uded Runyan as a "blind carbon
.copy" recipient of her 2S February e--mail message, and Runyari states he read the Lotus Note
within 24 houn~ of its date.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
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with the Intelligence Committees was untrue. J
Isays it was not
· written policy, but it was verbal policy that had been in effect
throughout her tenure as the DS&T Plans Officer!
~tes the
guidance not to share internal tax information with the Hill was
virtually the same guidance as ~ovided in the previous year in
the DS&T.J
Isays she told L___jthe statement in the 25 February
Lotus Note, "CIA taxes are an internal issue and one that often
reflects (poorly) on Agency performance in planning, managing, and
executing our programs~" was a statement that Runvan l¥d told her, ·
and he attributed it to Carey. According~
j said that he
had heard Carey say similar things on several occasions.

168. (U I I AIUO) DS&T Chief of Staf~
lwho coordinated
on the letter to Rostow during internal Agency review, says he
s~ongly agfees with the statement in Carey's letter to Rostow that the
25 February 2000 Lotus Note "does not accurately articulate [QA] .·
policy on dealing with Congress.'~however, says he does not
want to speculate on the accuracy~tatement in the letter that
"Neither I nor any member of my senior management team was
aware of this note prior to the hearing." l lsays he does not know
if Carey included the Associaje
~ctors in the definition of
his senior management team.
states that he has heard Carey
Use the term to mean the OCI, DOC!, CFO and Clrief Information
Officer.

=jty

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

169. (UI I AIUO)I
~xplains that the genesis of
Carey's letter to Rostow arose after a conversation between SSCI staff
member AI Cumming and Carey. Carey wanted to take appro riate
steps to set the record straight after the 16 March hearih that
(b)(3) (b)(3)
Lotus Note did not accurately reflect Agency policy.
(b)(7)( ~r )(7)( c
'-::--------..--.---:------'
believes the statements in Carey's letter about the Lotus ote not
accurat~ly articulating Agency policy is correc~.J
~o . says
Carey's statement that neither he nor his~ :~ement team
were aware of the note is accurate, althoug11_ __
ponsiders the
Associate Deputy Directors to be part of the seruor management
(b)(3)
team.
(b)(7)(c)
66
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

l70. (UI I AIUO) I

Ibelieves Carey's

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

statements in the letter to Rostow appear accurate c o n = a c t
that the Lotus Note does not articulate Agency policy.
interprets the term "senior management team" as refeomne
(b)(3)
Executive Board, whiCh includes the Deputy Directors.
would also include the Associate Deputy Directors as part o
(b)(7)(c)
senior management team since they regularly fill in for the Deputy
Directors at the Executive Board.
171. (U I I Aiuo~
~ys that
although she knows of nommg m wnbrig that defines e senior
management team, the Associate Deputy Directors are absolutely
part of the sertior management team. They are the alter egos of the
Deputy Directors. They attend Executive Board meetings with or
. without the Deputy Director and can sign for the Deputy Director.
WHAT HAS BEEN THE CONSEQUENCE OF 7HE LOTUS NOTES E-MAIL WITiliN
7HE DIRECTORATE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY?

172. (S) Even after the 16 March HPSCI hearing brought the
issue of Agency policy on discussion of internal taxes to the fore,
Agency instructions continued to tell officers not to respond directly
to Congressional inquiries. 'This is reflected in the following Lotus
Notes e-mail ex~ge
I On 20 March 2000,
DS&T Plans Chie
old several DS&T officers who were about
to brief Congress: "If asked about taxes, you should be honest in
noting that there have been execution year adjustments within your
programs."
·

frr

!however, entitled
173. (S) An e-mail the next day fro~
"Answering the Tax Question," informed DS&T Office Chiefs that.
The Comptroller has weighed in with guidance toOTS [the Office
of Teclmical Services] and FBIS [Foreign Broadcast Information
Service] (and the Agency writ large) on how to answer
.
Congressional questions about fundS redirected to cover internal
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taxes .... H [Congress a.Sks], none of us are to respond but to say
that the Comptroller will provide this information for OTS in the
context of the whole DS&T. [Emphasis added.]

I

~uperviso~, DS&T Chief of.S~

Iwas an

information recipient of this e-mail messl-.a_g_e_. -----'
174. (S) On.22 March 2~eiterated the previous day's
guidance to DDS&T Isham and ADDS&T Runyan. In an e-mail
messagc=}vtote that the policy was not to discuss specific
~~ounts if offices are asked by Congress about internal taxes.

L_____},cnd:

.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3) .
(b)(?)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

Joanne ·and Jim,

(b)(3) .
(b)(7)(c)

I wanted to ensure you knew the guidance we have received from
the Comptroller rela_ted to the ars and FBIS briefings this week on
the Hill, and any other briefings that ensue during this session ....
FirstJ
[wants no specific discussion
of dollars if the offices are asked about internal taxes. He asks
that we say that we are working with the Comptroller to provide
that information for the entire DS&T, as part of an Agency-wide
request for·such information. This is a significant point, because
OTS has been pretty concerned about how to answer the tax
question, because they (and I) suspect it will come up. [Emphasis
added.}

ofD

175. (UI I AIUO) Treatment
According to the
employee who brought the allegation of misleading C~ngres~to the
IG and requested confidentiality, as of late April2000,
as
suffering from recriminations and had been isolated and ostracized
by DS&T senior management. He cited that, in her position~
I'
needs access to i.iUormation, which she was no longer getting. She
goes home in tears and is suffering psychologically. The ~mployee
believes tha~
~ being made the scapegoat, and that Carey has
tried to suggest she is a well-meaning, but rogue, employee who did
not accurately reflect Carey's policy in her Lotus Note.
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176. (C)I
Iwho served as Runyan's Executive
Assistant until late Apri12000, does not believe that Runyan's role in
the generation of the Lotus Note has eroded his relationship with
Isham. I
!assesses that, at the time, the revelation that the
DS&T had sent out this Lotus Note appeared to be a big issue within
the Agen~
lsayd
lwas greatly affected by the issue.

~tates thaC)uts not suffered
. 177. (U I I AIUO)I
I
retribution for the_issuance of the Lotus Note. According tq
__jbffered to resign after the incident and has been consoled by
Isham, Runyan and himself. He added that,~
!supervisor,
he retained confidence in her.

L _ __

. 178. (U I I AIUO) Isham states that she does not know~
was counseled. Isham does not know wha~
!was told town
c_____,.-.tein the Lotus Note, and she does not think a person in a position like .
I
!should be removed from his or her job for this action.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)

. ~~~~~~(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b/{7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b) (7)(c)

179. (U I I AIUO) Carey states that on 16 March 2000 during a
break in the hearing, he met with then-HPS<:::I Staff Director John
Millis and staff member Tom Newcomb at Millis' request. Carey also
said that he had an interest in seeing the Lotus Note to fully
understand its content and thus reach some judgment as to how the
misinterpretations that led to the note occurred. According to Carey,
Millis told him that he wanted to ''bury the hatchet" and move
forward. Millis cautioned Carey that he did not want any retribution
directed to the author of the Lotus Note. Carey responded that no
retribution was intended.
180. (U I I AIUOj
Irecalls that after Runyan provided her
Lotus ·N ote to Isham following the 16 March HPSCI budget hearing,
both Isham and Runyan tol~
lnot to worry. Both told her they
understood the context in which the ~sent and Runyan
reminded her that he had approved .iL______j;ays they told her that
the message Goss r~to in the hearing did not appear to be
I
~tus NoteL___Jthen learned that·Isham went to Carey
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(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

that evening with a copy of her Lotus Note. In the subsequent days,
I
!learned that a copy of the Lotus Note had been given to
I
~ays she thought she was going to be fired. She
next learned that a copy of her Lotus Note had been provided as an
,.attachptent in a letter from Carey to Rostow. After a discussion with
L__j:>n 31 March 2000~
I concluded that there was a lack of
ort an4 candor from her management, andl
~ays she told
she believed she could no longer be effective in her position.
say~
jt()Id0
he thought her concern was.unnecessary,
and Runyan told her that day that she~o reason to fear
repercuSsions from the matter. While l__j does not claim to have
suffered retribution for the Lotus Note, she told OIG investigators
that the fact of the investigation has caused her to fear the potential
for retribution.

land!

181. (U I I AIUOricontends that she did not te~
I
after the incident that ;~~g to resign. Rather she told
.
I
Ithat she would be willing to step down as Chief of the Planning
and Resource Group if DS&T management lacked confidence in her.
She adds that she has never been "consoled" by Isham on this matter.
I
Istates that the only conversation that Isham had with her on
this entire matter occurred on the ·evening of 16 March 2000 when
Isham toldl
l"rio one can be sure it is your note." Additionally,
I
~tates that Run~ told her that she had no reason to fear
repercussions becau.sL__j.ad been "following his [RWtyan's]
instructions."
. 182. (U I I AIUO) When interview~d on 30 May 2000J
states that she sensed that her relationship with her management
chain had eroded. She feltl
lh ad not been supportive and had
distanced himself from ner position. I
Isays she recognizes that
she ·is in conflict with Runyan's recollections regarding the origin of
the Lotus Note. She further cites, for example, that she originally
received three calls a week from Isham who would be checking in
with her when outside of Headquarters. There has been only one
such call in the intervening months since 16 March, and her contact
'------'
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with Isham has been ~atly reduced. I
~dds that in late April
or early May 2000, after a computer system upgrade, there was a
change in the ability of herself and other select DS&T staff members
to be able to view the electronic calenpars_qf Isham and Runyan.
I
lsays that when she questionecil_jabout the change to this
long-standing procedure, which assisted her in her carrying out her
job duties, she w~ informed that ISham maintained quasi-per.:sonal
appointments on the calendar. Reportjy, Ishr did not want this
information shar~ outside of the DS&T.
tates that she does
not know if this change was related to her involvement with the
Lotus Note, but it left the impression that Isham no longer trusted
her.
183. (U ll AIUO) .When reinterviewed on 30 August 2000,
ltatus or position
Runyan states that as far as he is concemedJ
has not changed since 16 March 2000. Runyan says she is the DS&T
Plans Chief and has a job to do. Runyan still has meetings with her,
and he expects her to continue to do her job. Runyan is I
I
second-line supervisor. Runyan sayS
lis a full participant and
has respect. Runyan says there has been no direction
i~b
tasks or responsibilities away froui
JR unyan says
has
actively sought other employment within the Agency. unyan ·
cannot say ~chis a function of the ~vents surrounding the
Lotus Note. L____js looking for a career Change and more
responsibility. She has accepted a new appointment ·

tOr

184. (U I I AIUO) Isham describe~
Iperformance in the
DS&T as terrific and says she would love to have her return to the
DS&T. Isham says she believec=Jwithdrew after the 16 March
2000 hearing and felt uncomfortable around Runyan and her.
Consequently, she an~an had to work around this, and they
worked more througlt__J Isham says she tried to helpJ
Jfind
other jobs in the DS&T because she was an excellent employee.
Isham hopec=Jwill return to the Directorate, and she would like
to work wi~again.
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185~

(U I I AIUO) On 5 Septemb~r 2000~
~egan a
rotational assignment with the Directorate of Adniliristration,
Information Services lnfra~tructure. l
!had served in the DS&T
front office since November 1998. As of 27 September 2000]
I
has not received a Performance Appraisal Report (PAR) for her past
assignment. According td
Ithe last PAR she received was in
1998.

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

186. (U I I AJUO) I
ls ays that,·in September 2000, she was
told by a colleague of an instance when Isham reportedly expressed
to her successor as DS&T Plan8 Chief Isham's lack of confidence in
I
~ In this instanc~
Isays the colleague advised her that the
new DS&T Plans Chief said that Isham wanted someone in the
position whom she could trust

(b)(3)
(b)(?)(c)

187. (U I I AIUO) In another instance~
f;ays a different
collea~e told her that I
~uccessor said Isham had cut off
] access to Isham's daily calendar because she could not trust
====;------=---'lstates that she called her former superviso~
I
I
· pn 4 October 2000 to surface these reports that she had
received. According tq
I said both he and Isham were
aware that on at least one occasion that]
~uccessor had
·
I
publicly commented on Isham's alleged lack of trust uJ
Furtherl
lol~
lt hat at Isham's reques~
~ounseled the
Iexpresses concern over receiving this
successor on this matter. I
second-hand information, sourced to an individual who cannot
speak with first-hand knowledge of her performance.

(b)(3)
· (b)(?)(c)

I
'r=-

188. (U I I AIUO)
!asserts that Isham never directly
offered her a position. All offers to "direct" J;ter into assignments
Isuperviso~
Jexplains that it is
came fron1
important to recognize that Isham offered her two directed
assignments in the DS&T of less responsibility than the job she held
as the Directorate's Chief of Planning and Resources Group. These
positions were to perform at the office level the same function !
-held at the directorate level. Further, whe~
~ejected thesL_e~--------'
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offers, ~c=Jtru.ou~o consider an industrial
exchan e
serts that no fewer than three DS&T officers told
her tha
d approached them about taking her position before
~dds that she specifically
I
Iaccepted a new p~sition~
chose to take an assignment outside of the DS&T in a field that was
completely new to her rather than accept a directed assignment of
this nature.

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(c)
,-1\-1
(b)(3)(c)
(b)(7)(c)

CONCLUSIONS
189. (UI I AIUO) The 25 February 2000 DS&T Lotus Note was
intended as informal guidance to a limited number of DS&T
employees and not as a statement of Agency policy. Its author
attempting to convey what she believed to be the wishes of her
superior, but the wording was not carefully conSidered and was
inartfully drawn. The statements that "the CIA regards this subject
matter [internal taxes] as out of bounds" for discussion with
Congress, "even if prodded," could be read to mean that Agency
employees should not be candid with Congress, which was not and
is not Agency policy. Agency policy at the time was that employees
·
coordinate with the CFO before responding to Congressional
questions about budget-related matters, including ''taxes," but this
policy was not enunciated in the Lotus Note at issue. ·

was

190. (UI I AIUO) The guidance was S\lffictently open tn
misinterpretation to expecfDS&T management to have recognized
the need to issue a correction or clarification. Yet, two senior officers
in the DS&T who received the note-ADDS&T James Runyan and
Chief of StaHl
~failed to do so. They explained that they
did not interpret the note as suggesting that Agency employees be
lesslhat candid with IC onsess. Runyan said it r~ed no particular
deleted it from his e-mail queue after
"flags" with him, and
·
readillg it without taking further action.
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191. (UI I AIUO) It is.impossible to determine if the text of the
Lotus Note acratelv reflects RLan's ~tructions to the author of
the Lotus Note
erts that Runyan gave her
the specific guidance contained in the 25 February Lotus Note.
I
Iwho did not take notes of her meetings with Runyan, says she
coordinated the note in draft wi_th Runyan in advance of its issuance
because Runyan was concerned about getting "the~hl"
·
Runyan does not recall reviewing a draft, but sa~emory is
better than his. ~ecutive Director Carey states that he does not
remember what he told Runyan and the Deputy Directors on
~ary 2000 that may have given rise to Runyan's instruction to
L_____jnd Runyan does not recall the meeting with Carey. We have
found no other information to clarify this issue.
· 192~ (UI I AIUO) Regardless of whether he saw a draft of the
~tus Note
Lotus Note before it was sent, Runyan read I
shortly after it was sen~his own admission, it did not contain the
guidance he had givenl__j i.e., that responses to Congressional
inquiries concerning internal taxes had to be coordinated with the
CFO: Moreover, the "guidance it did contain was open to
·misinterpretation, i.e., as an instruction to withhold information from
the Congress. Runyan, therefore, bears some responsibility for
failing to recognize the potential problem and taking appropriate
steps to correct or prevent any misunderstanding.
193. (U I I AIUO~
~ea~
!Lotus Note shortly
after it was sent. While he noted that dissemination of the Lotus
·Note was limited to DS&T addressees, it nonetheless addressed a
sensitive issue, i.e., what DS&T employees could ·say in responSe to
. Congressional inquiries regarding "internal taxes." ~
I
supervisor and a senior officer in the DS&T with 11 years experience
in dealing with such issues~
!also bears some responsibility for
failing to recognize the potential problem and taking appropriate
steps to correct or prevent any misunderstanding.
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194. (UI I AIUO) The actions or--kould be conSidered
with several mitigating factors in min~dance was not a
statement of ~olicy, but rather issued ~ informal guidance to
subordinates.L____}ays Runyan gave her the specific guidance
contained in the Lotus Note, and reviewed it prior to issuance. In
sending the Lotus Notej
~elieved she was only carrying out the
directions of her supervisor and did not intend it to mean that
subordinates should be less than forthcoming with Congress.
Nonetheles~
as a senior officer also bears a measure of
responsibility for drafting and passing on guidance that could
instruction to withhold info~tion
reasonably be interpreted as
from Congress.

I

(b)(3)

~s~g~(c)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c)

an:

195. (U I I AIUO) Senior Agency managers, who sought to
manage the flow of information to Congress on budget reallocation,
bear some responsibility for the circumstances which resulted in the
issuance of the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note. While these officials
were understandably concerned that the Congress receive an
accurate and complete explanation of the "taxation" issue, their
emphasis was solely upon ensuring that all communications with
Congress on this subject were channeled through the CFO. Had they
also emphasized that this guidance was not meant to change the ·
responsibilities of employees to provide candid and complete
responses to requests from Congress, the environment which led to
the creation of the 25 February 2000 Lotus Note might have been
different.
196.

(U~/AIUO)

Extant_Agencypolicies (e.g.,r - - 1
Ifall short of providing employees~
'--gw
~'"'d_
an
_c_
e_o_
n.......-ow----cto respond to Congressional inquires which may be
posed to them -i n formal settings (e.g., hearings at:td briefings) or in
informal settings (e.g., visits by Congressional delegations in the
field). In fact, a conscientious Agency employee with access to all
published policy statements could reasonably conclude that he or she
is not peimitted to respond to any Congressional inquiry without
prior approval from the Office of General Cdunsel or OCA.
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197. (U I I AIUO) Agency employees are instructed in a
brochure issued by OCA to be "candid, complete, .correct and
consistent" in their dealings with Congress. But even this guidance,
which is not available in any Agency database and strictly speaking
not a statement of policy, is ambiguous. The OCA brochure states
that in or4er to meet their obligation of "consistency,'~ employees
must follow "established Agency guidelines when responding to
questions or requ~ts for information." Agency regulations, in tum,
require employees to refer questions from Congress to OCA or; in the
case of resource matters, to the CFO. Thus, a conscientious Agency
employee, with access to the OCA brochure, could conclude that he
or she would have to obtain permission from OCA or the CFO before
responding to any Congressional inquiry for budgetary inforination.
Even the Executive Director's 27 March 2000 instruction, which was
distributed as an Employee Bulletin, did not establish new policy, but
rather restated existing policy.
198. (U I I AIUO) Carey accurately stated at the 16 March 2000
HPSO hearing that he had not-seen the Lotus Note prior-to the
hearing. The statement in Carey's letter to then-SSO Staff Director
Rostow that no member of his senior management team was aware
of the Lotus Note prior to the 16 March 2000 hearing proved to be
inaccurate, although this was apparently not known to Carey at the
time he signed the letter. · In fact, ADDS&T Runyan read the 25
February .Lotus Note shortly. after it was issued. Although DDS&T
Isham recalls having told Carey, the day after the 16 March hearing,
that Runyan had seen the Lotus Note, Carey says he did not learn of
this until several months later when he was interviewed as part of
. this investigation. Carey's version is bolstered by the fact that the
copy of the LotUs Note that was forwarded to him on 17 March by
Runyan did not show Runyan as a recipient of the original note.
199. (U I I AIUO) Carey t~tified at the 16 March HPSCI
hearing that the DS&T's Lotus Note did not represent CIA policy on
dealing.with Congt:ess. In his 23 March-letter to then-SSCI Staff
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Director Rostow, Carey reiterated his testimony to the HPSO,
writing "I emphatically underscore that the note does not accurately
articulate our policy on dealing with Congress." Insofar as the note
·
suggested that the subject of taxation was "out of bounds for
discussion" with the oversight committees or that DS&T employees
should refuse to answer questions from committee staff "even if
prodded," the note did not, in fact, accurately articulate Agency
policy on dealing with Congress. Earlier in his letter, however, Carey
refers to the Lotus.Note in question as "indicating that certain ·
budgetary information relating to internal OA 'taxes' should not be
shared by individual Agency employees." When this description of
the note is juxtap~sed with the statement made later in the letter that
the note "does not accurately articulate our policy on dealing with
Congress," it conveys the impression that it was not the Agency's
policy that information relating to internal CIA taxes should not be
shared by individual Agency employees. In fact, it had been the
Agency's practice, if not its policy, that individual Agency employees
·should not attempt to share information with the Congress on
internal CIA taxes, but rather to refer such inquiries to the CFO or
those with broad Directorate knowledge who were better positioned
to answer them. Thus, the 23 March letter could be read as
conveying an incorrect impression of the Agency's policy. The ·
investigation developed no evidence to suggest a deliberate attempt
to n$lead Congress, however, and several days after the letter was
sent, Carey issued new guidance instructing all employees to
respond fully to Congressional inquiries, including budgetary and
fiscal matters, following established Agency guidelines.
200. (U I I AIUO) The disclosure of the 25 F~ 2000 Lotus
Note tq the HPSCI created a difficult situation for L__jin the DS&T.
She felt that her superiors were placing responsibility for the episode
exclusively on her shoulders and did not support her jpecific~
explanation of the genesis of the Lotus Note. This led
o
believe that she was being marginalized in her position. While OIG
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was made aware of difficulties that ensued, we do not conclude that
there was a deliberate effort on the part of OS&T senior managers to
take retribution against her for her issuance of the Lotus Note.

(b)(3)
(b)(6)

(b)(()(c)
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- RECOMMENDATIONS
(b)(3)
(b)(5)
(b)(7)(c)
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CONCUR:

(b)(6)

L. Britt Snider
Inspector General ·

Date .

~
~

I

'
'
~

I
~
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UNCLASSIFIED

EXDIR

EB No. 0001.00
27 March 2000

EXDIR REMINDS ALL EMPLOYEES OF AGENCY POLICY
ON DEALING WITH CONGRESS

This time of year traditionally is marked by a busy agenda
of Congressional meetings and hearings. Therefore, this is a
good opportunity to remind all employees of the Agency ' s
longstanding policy on dealing with Congress.
Earlier this month, as I presented the Agency's FY 2001
Program to the Congressional Oversight Co~ttees, it became
clear to me that our policy is not as well understood · as it needs
to be. During one of my briefings, the Chaiiman indicated that
he perceived a lack of candor and forthrightness by Agency
officers in responding to requests for information from his
Committee. I take the Chairman's comments with the utmost
seriousness because a strong partnership between CIA and its
oversight committees is critical to the success of US
intelligence.
Tht:! purpose of this notice is to make clear to all _employees
expectations on this fundamental issue. I expect all
employees to respond fully--and to the best of your knowledge--to
Congressional inquiries regarding programs· and activities,
including budgetary and fiscal matters. In that regard, all of
us--both in Washington and the field--must ensure that all of our
dealings with Congress are characterized by the so-called "Four
C's":

my

•Candor: Ensuring that the information you provide is, to
the best of your knowledge, true and accurate .
•Completeueaa•

Responding to questions in a full and
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forthright manner.
•Correctnessa Correcting as soon as possible any incorrect
information that you may have provided.
•Consistencya Following established Agency
guidelines--available from the Office of Congressional
Affairs--when responding to questions or requests for
information.
I am committed to providing the oversight and . appropriations
Committees with the information, visibility, and access necessary
to effectively carry out their roles. I need your help in
fulfilling that commitment so that we can maintai~ and build upon
the trust that exists between the Agency and the Congress.

UNCLASSIFIED
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25 February 2000
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FROM:

OFFICE:

OOOST

SUBJECT:

Cuatlonary Note: Ofaa•slon of 1ntanra1 Taxes

REFERENCE:
Chiefs,
I need to make you aware of an Issue, and enlst your help.

The 7th floor has recently become aware lhat some CIA offlcer8fprogra managers n tandng tD Hll
statrers aboUt the Impact of CIA taxes on the heallh of lhelr programs. No apeclftc dlractrntes or
programs were ldentlfted, but I want tD remind you (and aalc you to temnd your rnan&g8l'8. both here and
in the fteld), that the CIA llgalds lhls subject matter a out of bountla for~ with sta/rers.or our
Committees. CIA taxes are an Internal Issue, and one that often reftects (poorly) on Agency petfonnance
in planning, managing, and executing our programs. The Agency does not consider thJs a matter where
we would wish to draw Congressional auentlon.·
I knqw, just as you know, that corporate taxation erodes program dollarw and topBne gains...the Hll knows
it too (Tom Newcomb ~ such Issues .t fDclat- budget rollout with the authorizers), but we need to be
aura that no OS&T folkS l'llse the llsuu dlredtf wlh ltaffanl, even If prodded at briefings or during staff

touraMsfts.
Thanks for ensuring your fDIIca get this word; I know these messages are not easy to recelva ...or to pass

along.
(b)(3)
(b)(7)(c

D
I

J

Sent on 25 February 2000 at 01:11:03 PM
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: follow-up .
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~o · 'Mardl,

::I.--am.

to.-_:our

telephone .conversat;lc·Ii·on

Wr-iting -~c . -provide· you :further ·_.details .
· _.· .: · · · ...regar_ding . an · isaue ·raised · by .the . ~rman. cf .-~e · aou.se · . . , .
. ·, .
.
Pennanent _Select: ~ommit:tee on·· I.titelligence dUring his . .
··
opening remaikS at the ·FY .2001 cen.tral-. Intelligence Agency
··
. ·· · · program he&rbg ~-- ~ '~- : Goss'- remarks: indicated that ·he
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.. ,.... .
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Mr •.

Nickolas Rostow

..

responsive to the Committee please alert me. It is my
sincere desire to maintain and build upon the trust that
exists between the Agency and the Congress.

'

.

Sincerely,
(b)(6)

David W. Carey
Director

~ecutive

Attachment
As Stated

cc :

Mr. Al CUmming

.·
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RE.=E.~ENCE:

c....isfs,
;;,e 7Th fleer .'-.u 'rscsmr; :ec;r.:e 1wa:! :t.at scr.:e C:A ~~rs.:ci'C,ram l":ler.a,ers Lre tsiiCng ~ Hill

. . stSlet! a!JCu: t/':e .:r.-;:~c: . :f =:A :axe.s cr. t;>:e hulth :Jf their prc,t'2171s. Nc .spec.fic 6rec:c12ru cr.
pregrams wera idemiF.ec. :uri wenr :a rtr.Jnd you (and ask you ::: rsr.-Jnc ycur ·•.ar.agers, =crtl r.ere znc
in tt;e fieid), :r.e.t t/':e CIA .~e~e.res ;r.is s~::jec: r.:aaer as ::r...rt ~~ :o&.:ncs fer .::Jsc:.:ssicn 'llrlrh mffers cr ::ur
C;;mmitrHS. q;A te.xes are !i'! ir.rer..a! !S.S:JS, enc' one that often .·effec:s (;:corly} ~n A'er.C't ;;erfcrrr.ancs
in :;Je.Ming, man.'in', sr.d-sxec:Jr;r., r:~:r ;:r:g:ams: -The A'ency coes not c:;r.sir:!er :his l! rr~rrar ·.vr.ere
we wauld 'Nis.'"' ~ =r2w Cangreuior.al ammcicn.
1know. just as ~u Kr.ow, :he.; :::.-;::."!~ ~uation e~ces ~rc,.-am cellars ant! tcpfir.e 'eir.s ... !l:e
k::cws
it teo (ibm iva.,ter;m't: .-aisa': s::c.': 'ssi!=!S 2i ::cay's bL!_C:,et r:llour with the eW.crlztr$), =I.Jt we neec to :;,
sr:r! tr.st r.o DSt. r ialks riJ.Is~ :t.e :!:suES ::ii'8C:1y 'Hitl'! s:affers, even Npr::r:·cee at criefir.,s cr aurlr:g s:att

r.m

«;i/rshi:~ltl.

i'JU!flks for 8f'.St:."ir:~ ~i:r foii<l ;er ;l'!ii ~·.-c:-:1: 1.:U::;w t'leSB messegBS era ncr Bl!SY tc
sJor.g:
.
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